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Thursday, April 17,1986

Defendants found
guilty in rape trial
by Valeric Qptak
staff reporter

After 8V4 hours of deliberation, the jury found Troy Hill,
Patrick Henry and Lamont
Walker guilty of the October
rape and Kidnap of a University
student.
The verdict was announced to
a sparse crowd in Wood County
Common Pleas Judge Donald
DeCessna's courtroom at 2 a.m.
yesterday. The defendants' families, which sat through all 12
days of the trial, were not there.
"I think they knew it was
coming," County Prosecutor
Betty Montgomery said.
But the courtroom was full of
family, friends and bystanders
for the sentencing of the three
men at noon yesterday.
DeCessna sentenced them
each for three components of the
crime: the kidnapping of the
woman, their individual raping
of her, and their aiding and
abetting the others. They were
each sentenced for 28 to 65 years
in prison.
"They're eligible for parole in
15 years regardless of what I
do/' he said.
MONTGOMERY TOLD
DeCessna she wanted them im-

prisoned "as long as humanly
possible."
"A message should be sent
with the sentence. In Wood
County we don't permit this kind
of thing to happen to anyone,"
The families of Hill, Henry
and Walker reacted violently
when the first sentence was
read.
"You got no feelings," members of Walker's family said
from the gallery to MontgomEach defense attorney indicated they intended to appeal
the case on legal grounds.
"To date I think it was a tragic
mistake on the part of the state
to (request) a Joint trial," said
Rich Neller, Walker's attorney.
WHEN GIVEN a chance to
speak, Hill said, "I would like to
say one thing. I did not get a fair
trial in Wood County. I knew the
Jury wouldn't treat us right and I
lope you are all satisfied with
what you do. And that's all I
want to say."
Montgomery answered Hill's
remark.
"We are satisfied with what
we have done. We have brought
Mr. Hill to justice," she said.
After sentencing, Walker only

asked the judge, "What am I
supposed to say, thank you?"
Neller told the court that of all
the defendants, his was the least
aggressive. "Lamont's got some
good qualities, too," he said.
The victim of the multiple
rape in Hill's car was present tor
the verdict and later for the
sentencing. Although she had
not flinched during her testimony or the attorneys' closing
statements, the woman broke
down just before the verdict was
read.
"It was just hearing the first
one. They found him guilty of
everything, - they had to find
them all guilty of everything,"
she said.
Members of the jury, tired
from deliberating into the morning hours, would not be specific
about the reason for their decision.
"It was a long, hard decision.
It was very difficult," one juror
said.
"The fact that we spent so
much time on it makes us feel
good about it (the decision)
now," another said.
No charges have been brought
against Floyd Boatman. Boatman said he was in Hill's car
when the rapes began, but asked
to be dropped off in Toledo.

BG News Photo/Joe Phelan
Lamont Walker (left) and his attorney Charles Neller stand in Wood County Common Pleas Court yesterday
afternoon listening to Judge Donald DeCessna read the 28-65 year sentence for Walker's convictions on the
kidnap and rape of a University woman. Attorney Charles Boss and his client Troy Hill sit at the counsel table.

Khadafy's home in ruins after bombing
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) -Bombs wrecked
Moammar Khadafy's house and ruined his
tennis court during the raid by American
warplanes that targeted the Azziziyah fortress where the Libyan leader lives and
works.
The American lets devastated several
buildings, but a Libyan official escorting a
group of journalists to the compound said
Khadafy survived the Monday night bombing.
r
'He was in his tent," not at his home
during the raid, explained a white-turbanned guide strolling through a short
Eromenade littered with shards of glass,
roken palm tree branches and shrapnel.
Khadafy's house, a light blue two-story
building, lost most of its facade when a

bomb hit about 10 yards away, leaving a
huge crater near the entrance.
Twisted metal and broken aluminum
frames cover the narrow streets inside the
compound. A few dead birds lay in the sun.
ALL NEARBY military buildings lost
their windows and some walls were blown
down when the bombs crashed inside the
compound, hurling a storm of flying red-hot
metal and concrete.
Khadafy's office, a yellow four-story
building crowned by a dome, was pierced
with thousands of holes.
Shattered desks and bookshelves protruded from piles of debris and broken
concrete.
Reporters counted six bomb and missile

craters during the brief tour of Khadafy's
quarters. But the extent of the damage seen
suggests many other missiles hammered
the compound during the 20-minute raid.
Libyan etHMah refused to say how many
bombs hit inside the fortress, where Sovietmade anti-aircraft missile batteries and
anti-aircraft guns are manned around the
clock.
They also refused to say how many people
other than Khadafy's adopted 15-month-old
daughter were killed.
"Ask Reagan," snapped a guide. "He
should know now many bombs he dropped
on us."
.
Two bombs gouged largeVraters on the
edge of Khadafy's asphalted tennis court.

Forum held on drunk driving
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Although nine panel members
participating in a forum on issues concerning drinking and
driving disagreed about whether
raising the drinking age to 21
would curtail drinking-related
deaths, they agreed that telling
people about the results of driv-

ing under the influence would
help keep drunks off the road.
Merle Bush, commander of
the Walbridge Post of the Ohio
Highway Partol, said "the highway partol is out every day.
looking for impared drivers. If
you want to take a chance and
run into us, be my guest, just
don't run into anyone else,
us catch you first."

Wood County is traditionally
in the state's top three counties
in number of deaths due to
drunk drivers, Bush said.
Ken Kaiser of "Never Again,"
which presented the public forum, said "I've never been one
to be impressed by statistics,
but a little over a year ago, I lost
two friends to a drunk driver."
Kaiser was referring to the

March 1985 deaths of University
students Steven Hanna and Kevin Ross. Their deaths inspired
the formation of "Never Again,"
a project promoting responsible
decisions about drinking and
driving.
Deaths caused by drunk drivers are violent crimes, according to Susan O'Keefe, president
□ See DUI, page 5.

Anti-aircraft fire
continues in Tripoli
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP)Anti-aircraft and automatic
weapons fire resounded
through the Libyan capital
after nightfall yesterday.
The burst of shooting
started at about 9 p.m. and
lasted for several minutes.
Reporters in the Al Kabir
Hotel could see guns firing
from at least two Libyan naval vessels in the harbor.
There was no sound of
planes overhead and no indication as to what prompted
the shooting, which occurred
at about the same time as
anti-aircraft fire Tuesday.

Earlier in Washington,
D.C.. Pentagon spokesman
Fred Hoffman denied Libyan
claims that U.S. planes had
conducted further raids in
that country. "There is no
U.S. military activity in Libya," he said.
In a pre-dawn raid Tuesday
(Libyan time),the United
States bombed what it said
were military targets in Libya. President Reagan said
the attack was in retaliation
for Libyan involvement in the
bombing of a West Berlin
nightclub that killed a U.S.
soldier and a Turkish woman.

CIT employees
to form union
BGSU staff still undecided
by Julie FauMe
staff reporter

University of Toledo employees Tuesday voted to join the
Communications Workers of
America/Council of Public
Workers, the same union which
has been working to gain interest on Bowling Green^ campus.
Phillip Kelley, an organizer
for CWA/CPW, said the approximately 500 classified employees
at UT, including custodial,
maintenance, grounds, clerical
and food service workers, voted
to unionize by about a 2-1 margin.
Within two weeks, the union
plans to begin working for a pay
raise, improved working conditions and benefits at UT, be said.

BG News/Jim Sakola

Drunk Driving Forum
Peter Halleck, a Bowling Creen attorneyat-law, comments on a topic
brought up at the public forum on the Issues of drinking and driving

presented by the Never Again committee. Halleck was part of a panel
that talked with some 70 students and area residents.

WHILE WORKING on the
union election at UT, CWA/CPW
did not devote as much time to
union-organizing efforts here at
the University, but did continue
having meetings with small
groups of staff members, Kelley
said.

By June CWA/CPW plans to

file a petition with the State
Employee Relations Board requesting an election at the University, he said.
He said he believed University
workers would take notice of a
union at UT and the attention
would help the union's chances
in possible union elections in the
future.
Bonnie Lawrence, a member
of the CWA/CPW Union Organizing Committee, said she was
not sure if the UT union would
affect classified employees
here.
"The problems at UT are a
little different from Bowling
Green," she said.
Employees at UT have been
unionized before and understand
what a union involves, while
University employees are not
familiar with unions, she said.
"I don't think they (University
classified staff) understand the
power behind a contract," she
said. "I don't think they have
experienced the kind of unity
that comes with a union."

Editorial
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USG milestone
Last week 1,370 University students turned out to
vote in the Undergraduate Student Government
election. Those students helped make University
history.
It was officially announced last Friday Kelly
McCoy, a black female, was elected president of
USG. McCoy is the first black ever elected president of the University's student body, and only the
second woman to hold the office.
Not only is McCoy the first black president of
USG, but she is also the only black student, male or
female, elected to the General Assembly.
McCoy deserves to be commended for the strides
she has made in the student government.
Not only has she been effective on campus, but,
through her experience as USG's National, State
and Community Affairs coordinator, she has
gained experience in dealing with the state and
national issues that affect college students.
These would be impressive qualifications in any
office holder. However, the fact that McCoy was
elected proves additionally that University students are willing to give more than lip service to the
need for increased awareness of minority concerns
on this campus.
Minority students on campus have in the past
worked for increased awareness through minority
student organizations.
While these groups have done commendable
work, McCoy now leads a truly campus-wide organization. With her election comes increased potential to integrate minority student concerns into
those of the student body as a whole.
These concerns can now be transmitted directly
to University administrators and influential faculty
members.
The USG president has a seat at Faculty Senate
and Board of Trustees meetings. While neither of
these positions is a voting one, the USG president
nonetheless has regular and official access to the
administrators ana faculty members that decide
this University's policies - including those policies
that directly affect students.
The journey to complete understanding between
racial groups on campus is a long one and McCoy's
election is a strong first step.

A little nothing for everyone
by Mike Royko

Many people have a hard time
figuring out what the LaRouchites really believe in. Are they
right-wingers or left-wingers or
just plain nuts? How can they be
anti-Semitic when so many of
them are Jewish?
It sounds confusing, but it can
be explained.
The bard-core LaRouche
group, which does full-time organizational work and probably
doesn't number much more than
500 people, functions like a communist organization.
That's not surprising, since
the people closest to LaRouche
are those who were with him in
the late 1960s and early 1970s,
when he and they were Marxists. They were the radical students he recruited during
campus revolts.
While the image they now
protect is right-wing because
that's the group they feel they
can influence, they still function
more like Stalin-era communists than anything else.
Just as Stalin had the final say
on everything in the Soviet
Union - literature, music, diet,
military hardware, you name
it - LaRouche dictates what his
followers will believe and do.
Their only friends and acquaintances are fellow LaRouchites. They marry among
themselves. They read only
what LaRouche tells them to

read. They listen only to approved music. They're not permitted to disagree with
LaRouche or criticize him. If
they are heard doing so, they
could be reported to his security
branch. They report each other
for infractions, because they're
afraid that if they don't somebody will report them.
Having children Is virtually
forbidden among the hard-core
members. Pregnancy slows
down production. Children divert attention-and cause a major
change In values.
So, members are coerced into
having abortions. That's funny
in a way, because LaRouchites
have been trying to ingratiate
themselves with right-to-life organizations by saying they are
against abortion.
Just as Stalin used brainwashing and bullying to convince his
people that only he knew all the
answers to everything, LaRouche used the same tactics to
convince his ninnies that only he
could save the world and only
they could help him do it. If they
did only what he told them to do.
LaRouche began doing this in
the 1970s - a process he called
Operation Mop Up.
It consisted of group sessions
in which the members were
forced to reveal the most intimate details about themselves.
They underwent vicious psychological pounding. Some gave up
and quit. Those who stayed became totally submissive and
dependent on LaRouche and his

organization.
As a former member told me:
"Even if some of the stuff
sounded crazy, there was always something that made a
little sense. And many of us had
been involved for so many
years, we didn't really have
anything else in our lives. We
had been cut off from the real
world so long. So it was hard to
leave. It involved telling yourself that you had wasted a big
piece of your life."
So why, you might ask, does
an organization with a communist origin and so many former
communist members, now
sound at times like something
from the far right?
The answer is that there's not
much of a market in this country
for communism. But there are a
lot of people on the far right. So
they tailored their pitch to that
market
That's why their ideas are
such a hodge-podge. You believe
in conspiracies? They'll give
you conspiracies. Against abortion? They talk about abortion.
For nuclear energy? So are
they. Distrust government? So
do they. Fear the Russians?
Them, too. Save the farmer?
Right on. Catch the drug pushers. They're with you.
To gain support of other rightwing extremist groups and distressed farmers, they came up
with an anti-Semitic pitch: Jewish bankers are the cause of
their woes.
But because many of the long-
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Letters
Red Cross thanks all
Last week the American Red
Cross held its regular spring
bloodmobile at the University.
This is the largest bloodmobile
in Northwest Ohio.
The week started out very
slowly and after three days we
had the potential (or a blood
emergency in this area. At that
point we made an all-out effort
to publicize the need for more
blood donations. Thanks to the
exposure given to the situation
by The BGNews and local radio
and TV stations, the crisis was
resolved. We collected 881 pints
for the week. Once again the
students came through when
they were needed most.
Approximately 200 students
worked at the bloodmobile in a
variety of capacities, including
Med-Techs, Pre-Meds, and the
Student Nursing Association.
Food and cookies were provided
by the Panhellenic Council, the
Inter Fraternity Council and the
. Arnold Air Society of the Air
Force ROTC.
This shows what can be accomplished when we all pull
together. Many thanks to those
who helped publicize this event,
and special thanks to all the
donors and all the workers.
Judy Goris
Red Cross Blood Chairman

Bigoted column
: Mike Royko's editorial "Let this
lady pick up the tab" was an illinformed and bigoted piece of
journalism.
Many Mexican citizens are
fluent in English because of the
:
tourist industry in that country

and because of the proliferation
of products, media and business
that originated in the United
States and expanded to that
country. To assume that Mexicans do not speak English is
both ethnocentric and ignorant.
More importantly, Royko ignores the real role of the undocumented worker from Mexico -to
supplement the United States'
economy by providing a cheap
labor force that does not demand minimum wage, benefits
or job security. The U.S. citizen
who employs undocumented
workers not only exploits these
workers, but also cheats federal
and local governments by misrepresenting his labor force and
his corresponding obligations to
the Internal Revenue Service.
Although a significant number
of undocumented workers are
Mexican, a significant number
are not. In northern border
states, such as Ohio, Canadians
cross the border to work without
documentation for the stronger
American dollar. These workers, however, do not attract the
same attention Mexicans do because their (Mexicans') skin
color and their pronunciation of
the English language which
Royko finds so offensive readily
sets them apart from the stereotypical Caucasian, Englishspeaking U.S. citizen (who
makes up only 75 percent of the
population).
Robert L. Perry
Chair, Ethnic Studies Dept.
Jane Ridenour
Ethnic Studies Dept.
Editor's note: Three more people signed this letter, but space
considerations prevent us from
publishing more than two
names.
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time members are Jewish, they
had to be brainwashed, stripped
of their heritage, convinced that
the organization and its worldsaving mission was more important than family and dignity.
Of course, there's a slight
catch to all of their sales pitches.
What they want from you is
money. And they collect an astonishing amount - as much as
1400,000 a week.
Also, they don't necessarily
believe in all the things they're
preaching, as is evidenced by
their own use of abortions.
And there's something else
they want when they grab you at
the airport and ask if you favor
nuclear energy or are against
drug pushers: your name, address and phone number.
They give that to a phone
team, which follows up and tries
to get loans, which they often
fail to repay.
And it's from that long list of
names that they recruited the
people who are now running for
office all over the country.
Most of these candidates are
not hard-core LaRouchites.
They're just on the fringe. Many
of them are one-issue types, who
fell for this or that sales pitch.
They were flattered to be asked
to run for public office. But most
of them don't even know the kind
of organization they're involved
with.
You can see that in the contrast between the personalities
of Mark Fairchild and Janice
Hart, the two LaRouchites who
won Illinois primaries.
Hart, although a low-level LaRouchite, has been with the or6anization since she was just a
melv and neglected kid. She's
totally programmed and robotlike.
Fairchild was snagged only a
year or two ago after hearing an
airport pitch. There are moments when he still sounds normal.
But give him time, give him
time. His eyes will get that flat
look.
In a way, the fringe members
who give money and let themselves be slated for office are
victims of a hilarious hoax.
Most of them are from the
political right. But they're being
used by a hierarchy group that
includes former orpresem Maoists, Trotskyites, Stalinists and
Marxists.
Yes, politics makes strange
bedfellows. But in this case, it
makes for an even stranger mix
in the padded cells.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Stacking the deck with the Joker
by David H. Schmidt

The Rev. Jerry Falwell, who has as much
desire to be "known" as he does to be saved,
has just chalked up another win for the Moral
Majority.
The Southland Corporation, owner of the 7Eleven chain, has just announced that it will
ban the sale of Playboy and all other magazines depicting nudity from its stores'
shelves starting next month.
Along with Falwell, Attorney General Edwin Meese and his Commission on Pornography believe that they have gathered enough
evidence to demonstrate a possible connection between adult magazines and violent
crimes such as child abuse. This is what
"their" commission said.
Following this type of reasoning, let's say I

Respond

Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be
typewritten, double spaced,
and signed. Address or OCMB
number, and telephone number, must be included, although telephone numbers
will not be published.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing columns
must provide class rank, major, and hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material
that is offensive, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial editor
The BGNews
214 Weft Hall

between church and state. For the most part,
we've practiced this until now.
It's a sad day for American business when
one of its Fortune 500 members is intimidated by a fanatical religious leader whose
only power lies in the beliefs and philosophy
of one particular religious group.
What's next? The banning of the production and sale of squirt guns because there is
circumstantial evidence that kids might
trade them in for real ones?
j
The book that Falwell propounds begins:
"In the beginning, God created the heavens
and the earth. The earth was without form
and void ..." A few passages later, we read
that God brought forth living creatures
according to their kinds.
After 6,000 years, a wacko slipped in.
Schmidt is a graduate student in philosophy from Rochester, Minn.

by Bcrfce Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
mmtur

77ie BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.

appoint a committee to see which group of
students - philosophy or business majors seem to be of higher intelligence. Being a
lover of knowledge. I appoint a group of
philosophers to perform the task. Furthermore, let's say I have an innate distaste for
business. Need I say more?
The idea that Playboy is linked to violent
pornography or to harmful social effects is
preposterous. For over 30 years, the magazine has stood for positive, healthy sex.
Playboy's writers include Pulitzer Prize winners, and the magazine's contents include,
besides the popular pinups, quarterly reports
on the nation's economy and excellent political reviews.
Falwell has designated himself as the
nation's arbiter of what's right and wrong.
This is a little unconstitutional to say the
least. The framers of the constitution believed that there should I— clear separation
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by Walt Emerine

Local
GSS fights for free expression in class
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AIA said to hamper open exchange of ideas

by Dave Harding
chief copy editor

Hie Graduate Student Senate passed
a resolution condemning all organizations which inhibit the freedom of expression in the classroom.
While the resolution denounces all
organizations, it specifically names
Accuracy In Academia as being "antithetical to the free exchange of Ideas."
Michelle Moylan, graduate assistant
in American Studies and co-sponsor of
the resolution, said the "Freedom In
Academia Resolution" pertains to an
issue important to graduate students.
"As graduate students, we're less
experienced and less confident in the
classroom," Moylan said. "Because of
that, many grad students would be
more likely to feel intimidated by the
threat of any organization of this na-

hire/' Moylan said.
"These organizations also have a
Cter impact on graduate students
use we don't have tenure," she
said.
Accuracy In Academia is a conservative-based organization that monitors
classrooms to determine if the instructor is presenting biased lectures.
Moylan said she had not heard of any
instances of AIA action at the University, but said the resolution served as
an advance message.
"We wanted to state in advance the
position of graduate students in case
any organization of this type ever
thought of coming here," Moylan said.

MOYLAN SAID a recent resolution
by the graduate and faculty senates of
the University of Cincinnati condemning organizations that inhibited freedom of speech in the classroom, and
the suggestion of several constituents
within the University's English Department was the motivation for the resolution.
Susan Willis, vice president of GSS,
said the resolution was a necessary
statement on behalf of graduate education.
"I think by the margin that the
resolution passed last week (by a favorable vote of 32-2 with 1 abstention)
reflects the strong opinion of the Graduate Student Senate that the freedom to

New dean selected
for faculty position
by Patricia Rltter
staff reporter

Roger Bennett, of the University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh, has been selected as
dean for the College of Education and Allied Professions,
University officials said last
week.
Bennett replaces Gerald
Saddlemire who has been
serving as interim dean since
1965 when Dean Sandra Packard left the University to become provost at the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga.
Saddlemire will return to
his teaching duties in the department of College Student
Personnel.
Bennett's appointment is
effective July 1.
Currently the dean of the
College of Education at the
Wisconsin school, Bennett
said in a phone interview yesterday he was attracted to the
University because of the College of Education's national

reputation.
STATE FUNDING of education is better in Ohio than in
Wisconsin,
which
Bennett
said was
another
attraction.
"Bowling Green
and Ohio ,
has a fine [

gftSS Bennett'
Uon," he said. "I guess I'm
lust lucky in ending up
Bennett also said he was
impressed with the University's administrative staff and
with the college's emphasis
doctoral programs, adding
the University of Wisconsin's
College of Education does not
have » doctoral program.
At Oshkosh, Bennett said he
supervises about 95 faculty
members plus support staff.
The University's College of
Education and Allied Profes-

sions has a staff of about 160
faculty and about 25 administrative and clerical staff.
"The college is bigger, and
I know it'll De a continuing
challenge," he said.
Before joining the University of Wisconsin, Bennett
was dean of the School of
Education and Human Development at Rhode Island College from 1979-1981, chaired
the department of curriculum
and instruction at Memphis
State from 1974-1979, and was
an assistant professor at the
University ot Maryland and
at the University of Virginia.
Bennett also taught for 12
years in public school systems in Wisconsin and Virginia.
He received a bachelor's
degree in education and a
master's degree in education
from the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, and a
doctoral degree in curriculum from the Unversity of
Wisconsin at Madison.

teach and the freedom to speak is vital
in a classroom," Willis said.
Joshua Isenberg, graduate assistant
in physics and astronomy, voted
against the resolution arguing the
method used in mentioning AIA was
improper.
"What personally irked me was that
the resolution started as a general
condemnation of all organizations that
inhibited the freedom of inquiry and
ended by naming Accuracy In Academia," Isenberg said."It should have
either been a general condemnation
against all organizations or a direct
statement against Accuracy In Academia.

Moylan said Accuracy In Academia
was specifically cited because it was
the most commonly known organization that promoted classroom monitoring.
"We didn't want to delete the conservative AIA from the resolution but we
were willing to include any liberal
group in the resolution," Moylan said.
n
We asked graduate students to submit
any names of liberal organizations, but
we did not receive any.
Moylan said she hoped the Faculty
Senate would support a similar type of
resolution.

Closed business courses
cause partial schedules
High student to professor ratio blamed for problem
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Many of the partial schedules
sent out this week will have the
word "closed" next to the listed
business courses.
And the limited number of
space in some business courses
may be partly due to the high
ratio of students per instructor
in the college, said Michelle
Nemes, coordinator of the academic affairs committee of the
Undergraduate Student Government.
The College of Business has a
ratio of about 21 students per
instructor, the highest at the
University, with the overall average being about 15 to one,
Nemes said The ratios include
graduate assistants as well as
full-time faculty. The informa-

Graduate Education Week
April 21-25
128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN

MONDAY Spring Performing Arts Festival
8:00 p.m. Kobacker Hall
Featuring: The University Performing Dancers
Graduate Music Student Association
Recital Series
Cost: Free and open to all
TUESDAY

ISENBERG ALSO said he did not see
any direct connection in the wording of
the resolution between Accuracy In
Academia and how it was a deterrent to
the spirit of free inquiry.

tion was compiled by Planning
and Budgeting from fall 1984
statistics, she said.
The number of students-perteacher in the business college
may now be higher, she said.
"A lot of students, business as
well as non-business majors,
who register for classes are gettingclosed out," Nemes said.
''They come to USG complaining there aren't enough
econ(omic) classes, or they are
getting closed out of required
courses and are afraid it'll delay
graduation," she said.
STUDENTS USUALLY get
into the classes they need, but
sometimes not until a semester
later or after the course was in
session for a week, Nemes said.
USG passed a resolution during the April 7 meeting encou-

raging University
Administration and Planning
and Budgeting to find a way to
make business courses easier to
get in to.
"We are asking the University
to provide resources so students
will not be closed out of courses
they are required to take," she
said.
Nemes said the lack of instructors at the University probably reflects a nationwide
shortage of business instructors.
The shortage poses probelems
for instructors as well, Nemes
said.
"Teachers are required to
teach so many students, it puts
time constraints on advising and
research," she said.
Activity in these areas is considered when professors are reviewed for tenure, she said.

INVENTORY^
BLOWOUT /
w
SALE
Wi.

Guest Lecturer-Ralph Nader, Consumer Advocate
7:00 p.m. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Topic: "Educational Budget Cuts: The Role of
Consumerism and the Quality of Education"
Sponsored in conjunction with Consumer Awareness Week.

WEDNESDAY Guest Lecturer-Dr. Virginia Platt
Professor Emeritus-History
Member-Board of Trustees, BGSU
7:00 p.m. Ice Arena Lounge
9:00 p.m. Reception
Topic: "Freedom in Academia"
THURSDAY Charles E. Shanklin Awards for Research Excellence,
and Outstanding Contributer to Graduate Education
Award.
. 7:30 p.m. Assembly Room, McFall Center
Reception following-McFall Center Gallery
FRIDAY Graduate Student Senate Elections
2:30 p.m. Senate Chambers, McFall Center
Sponsored by: Graduate Student Senate
Graduate College
College of Arts & Science
College of Musical Arts
Endorsed by: The office of the President
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THOUSANDS ON SALE
STARTING AT
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12. !

Now Thru Sunday!
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Water dept.
warns public
Organic compound at high level
by Ron Coulter
staff reporter
In a note included with last
month's water bills, the Bowling Green City Water Department advised its customers
the city's drinking water has
a high amount oftrihalomethanes.
"The maximum contaminant level for trihalomethane," the note stated, "was
exceeded during its (the water department s) most recent reporting period."
Ron Merrill, supervisor of
the water treatment plant on
the Maumee River, said trihalomethanes are a combination of seven different organic
compounds.
They form when the chlorine which is used to disinfect
the water reacts with decaying vegetation in the water.
MERRILL SAID the city's
water supply comes from the
Maumee River watershed.
The sewage is treated and is
drained into the Poe ditch.
The concentration of trihalomethanes in the water increases in the summer time

because of the higher amount
of algae in the water, Merrill
said.
Merrill said the health effects of trihalomethane are
minimal.
"Health effects are based
at two mililiters of water a
day over a period of 70
years," Merrill said.
Merrill said part of the reason for the awareness of the
presence of trihalomethanes
is increased sensitivity in detection equipment.
Merrill said the increased
presence of trihalomethanes
was detected six years ago.
Although the use of chlorine
is a contributing factor to the
problem, Merrill said chlorine has many advantages as
a disinfectant.
"With chlorine, waterborne diseases are rninimalized," he said.
Merrill said alternative
chemicals would be more expensive and produce undesireable side effects.
"It's a complex problem
and there is no simple answer," Merrill said.

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
* 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
* Apartments, houses,
duplexes
• Bargain rates
* Very close to campus
• Summer Leases Available
• Student Consumer Union
Lease

Ex-CIA agent speaks out
by Dave Harding
chief copy editor

John Stockwell paints a horrifying portrait of the contras in
Nicaragua.
"The contras have been
known to take a family out into
the street and with the children
watching, castrate the father,
peel the skin off his face, stick a
grenade in his mouth and blow
him up," said Stockwell, a former case officer for the CIA.
"These are the people that our
president calls the Freedom
Fighters and equates to the forefathers of our country."
Stockwell, the highest ranking
official to openly criticize the
CIA. spoke last night in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom about
Central Intelligence's - or what
he called the invisible government's - covert actions throughout the world.
He said Nicaragua was lust
one of fifty covert actions that
the CIA is currently involved in.
When the Sandinistas had
taken control of Nicaragua, they
began to set up conditions where
the kids could go to school and
the sick could go to a hospital.
But because the United States
was unhappy with the Sandinistas, a covert war was started,
Stockwell said.
"In 1981, we created the contras out of Samosa's national
guard," Stockwell said. "We put
boots on their feet and guns in
their hands and sent them out to
blow up schools and hospitals.
"The U.S. claims the Sandinis-

College Night Sale
3 Big HRS. 6-9 p.m.
Today ONLY
STOREWIDE SAVINGS!
Birthday Sale Still In Progress
Jams&
Running Shorts
& Swim wear

352-5620

Sweatshirts

adults and kids
$3.00 off hoods
$2.00 off crew
$2.00 off panto
Includes Heavy Weight

Dolpran aad ARENA

30% off

Windbreakers

Save at least 5
on all athletic shoes
running, court, softball

BGSU Jackets
all sizes

328 S. MAIN

tas are responsible for the terrorism in Nicaragua," he said.
"However, it is not the Sandinistas, but the contras that have
been causing the terrorism.
"We will never know if the
Sandinistas could have set up a
dynamic, stable government because we never gave them a
chance."
Stockwell said the CIA employs a policy known as destabilization to overpower third
world countries.
"What we do is target a government we don't like and rip
apart its social and economic
conditions to get what we want,"
Stockwell said.
Stockwell cited the CIA and its
use of torture in Latin America
as a means of destabilization.
He said the CIA had set up
classes to teach Latin American
recruits torture tactics.
"Now how do we teach torture?" Stockwell said. "First we
give a lecture and show a film.
Then the recruits have to get onthe-job training so we take beggars off the streets and use them
as guinea pigs."
Stockwell said that after the
beggars were tortured in one
class, they were shot up with
vitamins in preparation for the
next class. This process continued until they died.
Stockwell also mentioned the
assassination manual that surfaced in 1964 as another example
of CIA covert action. He said the
book included various methods
of the hows and whys of killing
local Latin American leaders.
D See Stockwell, page 7.

$10 off

50% off
Free Ght to First
100 customers w/ purchase
Register for FREE PAIR
REEBOK shoes ^

FALCON HOUSE
"Your Athletic Shoe and Sports Apparel
Headquarters in B.G.
•ntURrky'iPtaPib

"Not a Sale"
a "Limited Time Special Offer"
No Strings Attached

Our Everyday

John Stockwell

BG News Photo/ Jacqule Pearson .
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Juniors

Pattern Denim Jeans
rea.S17.«to$37.»

CA07 ~tt
DIM At OH

Junior Coordinates
Regular and Sale Price.

o C Of ~Ct
ZD At Oil

SSN&JSgZ

25 % off

Woven Big Shirts
•elected Hyta rag. $20422

Q E or „ ((
ZD At ON

Pandora Cotton Tank Tops
reg. 120."
Shaker Sweater.

S1 O 99
"1Z.

£X.»14" v-.$10"

Misses
Levi Bendover Slacks
originally $17." polyoter

*1A 00
9 XV.

Famous Name Sportswear
r)CO/ ^.f(
Gloria VandetWll. Wrdtt Stag. Ui Clalborne.Z»> At Oil
and Catcher
Regular Price

Mens
Young Mens Slacks
reg. $20."to $30."

QA07 „*f
0\M At Oil

Summer Shorts
chooee from the entire Mock

Q E Of «%ff
£9 At Oil

"Miami Vice" Jackets
•pedal 3-hour price

*1Q 99
^> X 7.

South Main. Bowling Green
Or— MO» n»i • M IS* turn., w«d «i» i o i» i-» US

JWton*

Year — Round
Prices
to fill your prescription
with professionally fitted

TOP QUALITY
EYEGLASSES
PRICES INCLUDE LENSES & FRAME, COMPLETE

Most Cloor Gloss
Single Vision Lens Rx

Standard
Gloss Bifocals

34 88 54 88

Choose from over 1000 current fesNon frames
Only tinted, plestx. overpower and oversized lenses priced higher
For So« Contact lens csa office below:

GET A SUN OP CHAR FREE WITH THE
PURCHASE Of DEXTER PLUS SANDALS.

THURSDAYCENTERFOLD NIGHT
College I.D. Night
• Get in FREE with a
College I.D.

Now you can be comfortable from head to toe.
Dexter Plus Sandals are contoured to fit the natural
shape of your (cot. so they're incredibly comfortable.
And with the purchase of Dexter Plus Sandals you get
a free Sun Up" Chair, a $10 value. While supplies last

— CASH PRIZES -

FRIDAY93Q TOGA PARTY
The 93Q Air Force will be on
hand to party the night away
* Don't forget your TOGA!

20% OFF

*A
College Night
at
Wilson's Shoe Store
Hours:
M, Thur, F
T, W
Set.

9:30-9:00
9:30-6:30
9:30-5:30

353-8042
145 N. MalrvJ
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Day honors former student
by Mcttua McGUBvray
Baff reporter
A car-train accident that
killed a deaf University student
4Vi years ago has had a lasting
impact on those who knew her.
Every year since, the University has set aside a day to honor
Jane Herrmann's accomplishments, and to help other disabled people in her name, said
Dolores Black, a physical education professor and friend of Herrmann's.
Because she was an atblete,"Sportability Not Disability" is the name of today's
fourth annual Jane E. Herrmann Professional Series in
Physical Education.
The program, sponsored by
HPER's Jane Herrmann Fund,
will include representatives
from various organizations for
the disabled, such as Special
Olympics.

Herrmann, a senior physical
education major, lettered four
years in track at the University
and traveled to Germany to represent the VS. in the World
Games for the Deaf in 1961.
"Jane was highly skilled - she
was a doer," Black said.
BLACK SAD) she hopes the
day's events will help participants to realize that the disabled
are just people.
"I would just like to make
people aware that we're all people-we Just do things differently," she said. "We label too
much. It's the person first, and
the disability second."
Speakers include Liz Sheetz. a
1961 graduate of the University
who is the assistant program
director for the Ohio Special
Oympics; Nancy Stewart, president of the Dwarf Athletic Association of America who has won
gold medals in Tae Kwon Do, a

form of martial art; and Jeff
May, a national champion in
Goal Ball.
Goal Ball is a game for the
visually impaired in which all
the participants must wear
blindfolds and use a leather ball
with a bell. May is now preparing for the 19S6 National Sports
Championships for the Blind.
Black said she thinks Herrmann would have approved of
the day's events.
"I think Jane would say 'Every person should be treated like
anyone else'," Black said. "We
tend to make decisions for disabled people. They should make
their own decisions."
SHE SAD) Herrmann made
her own decisions during her
college career.
"She really was yet searching
for her true goal," Black said.
She said Herrmann had

wanted to teach physical education for the hearing impaired,
and was planning to pursue her
master's degree after graduation.
She was killed on Dec. 7,1961,
one week before graduation.
Black said.
Herrmann did not know sign
language when she came to the
University, but she had learned
to speak and read lips.
"Jane was a challenge for a
teacher," Black said. "You
couldn't turn your back on the
class - she made you aware that
you had to talk to the students.
She corrected teachers without
even knowing it. She would read
your lips and then do it. Then
you could tell if you explained it
wrong."
The program, to be held in
Eppler Complex, will begin at 10
a.m. and continue until 3:15 p.m.

Dai
D Continued from page 1.
of the Trumbull County chapter of Mothers Against Drunk
Driving.
"Every time a person
drives drunk there is a potential vehicular homicide,"
O'Keefe said.
O'Keefe said "Why don't
we try it (raising the drinking
age to 21) and see if it works?
If we save lives, it is worth
it."
Bill Gamble, President of
the Wood County Permit
Holders Association and General Manager of Uptown/Downtown, Inc., argued that
18-year-olds were considered
legal adults in every respect
so it was inconsistent that
they were not considered responsible enough to drink.
O'Keefe said "We can't
3uate dying for your country
th dying for a six pack."
Gamble said his bartenders at Uptown/Downtown try
to monitor the amounts people drink, but it is not easy to

do because people tend to
"bar hop."
Uptown/Downtown is a
participant in the "I'm Driving Club," and provides free
soft drinks to a designated
driver who promises to remain sober and drive two
people home.
The Highway Patrol is
concentrating on the three
mile radius around Bowling
Green in order to pinpoint
who is DUI, Bush said.
James Bachman, Judge
of the Bowling Green Municipal Court, explained that being a first offender of DUI
could result in a $350 fine,
three day Jail sentence, two
month suspension of driver's
license, $75 dollar fee to get
back driver's license, and a
three year probation where
there can be no alcohol-related offenses.
Peter Halleck, Bowling
Green attorney, said court
costs without a trial could run
from $2000 to $3500. including
lawyer and other legal fees.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN

i

i KEEP COOL FOR THE SUMMER

INVENTORY ^
BLOWOUT w
/
SALE

[•Free Air Conditioning
•Two Pools
•All utilities payed for
all new summer only
leases

CBS B

Summer Rates^ :* ^"
1 Bedroom
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$200.00/month
$275.00/month
$300.00/month

Locations at Palmar Ava., Napoleon Rd., S. Summit St.
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included
• On site management
• Full-time maintenance
• Swimming pools at all locations
"New for Fall 86
FREE STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS
PROVIDED FOR TENNANTS

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
9-6 Weekdays. Saturdays 10-3
evenings by appointment
Managers: Bill & Debt Bruce
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Session
eases
change
by Jarcd O. Wadley
staff reporter

The transition from the
University to the working
world may be a rough road
for minorities and women.
To ease the process, the
University Placement Office
and the Office of Minority
Affairs sponsored career sessions Tuesday in the University Union.
Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president of Minority Affairs,
said these sessions, titled
"Minority Job Search Experience: Making the Transition," provided students
with an opportunity to interact with minority professionals from various career
fields.
"The 'Experience' provided additional information
for internships and summer
professional experiences,"
Taylor said.
the program was started
with a speech by Eva Hall,
executive resource planning
consultant for the Burroughs
Corporate Human Resources
in Detroit.
Hall's speech was about the
six key words women and
minorities should know to be
successful in business.
These words are selfstarter, professionalism, initiative, risk taking, innovative and time-bound, she said.
"Companies like to see people apply themselves. Always
carry yourself in a professional manner," Hall said.
Hall said American women
are afraid to speak up in fear
of making a mistake. Those
who voice their opinion are
labeled assertive, she said.
She said women earn 64*
for every $1 earned by men.
Also, women will comprise
approximately 60 percent of
the workforce by 1995.

Class not 'horseplay*
English-style horseback riding offered
taught grooming techniques and
how to saddle and bridle the
horse, he said.

by Amy Reyes
reporter

Many students welcome the
opportunity to be permitted to
horse around in class, and there
is one class at the university
that approves of horseplay.
But it doesn't meet in a lecture
room. Instead, this physical education class meets on River Hollow Farms, a ranch in
Perrysburg. Students take turns
each week carpooling to get to
class.
John Vogel, instructor, said
the English-style horsemanship
class differs in structure from a
Western horsemanship class.
"We try to get more technical
with the class. We prepare the
students for English-style riding
which requires more skill than
the Western class, which is a
more relaxed style," he said.
Students learn fundamentals
such as walking, steering, posting, jumping, and leg and reign
aids, skills which are not emphasized in a western class,
Vogel said.
DESPITE THESE learning
methods, students also are

The main difference between
this course and other PEG
classes is students work as a
team with the horse: whereas a
course such as badminton requires students to work as a
team with other humans, be
said.
He said this can be a disadvantage because each horse has a
different personality. Students
do not have enough tune to get to
know each horse since horses
are often switched each week.
Marybeth Cehlar, sophomore
medical records administration
major, said the reason the students take the class is because of
an interest in the horses.
"I've always loved horses...
where I live there aren't many
horses. So when I found out the
University offered the course, I
thought it sounded interesting,"
she said.
JENNIFER KUHN, freshman
undecided major, said, for other
students the course serves as an
escape from the daily routine.
"I took it because I knew it

was off campus and it's a good
way to get away from school in
the middle of the day," she said.
Deb Mlchaelis, freshman undecided major, said in addition
to the escape from school, other
students look forward to learning the basic rules of riding a
horse.
"I was fascinated with just
learning the basic things of riding - like how to hold the reigns
and how to keep rhythm with the
horse when he walks," she said.
Michaelis said she found
learning the basic rules of horsemanship was more difficult than
it apperared.

"It's kind of dangerous, but
it's the thrill of danger that
inspires me," she said. "For
example, when I'm cantering,
I'm going so fast I could fall off
so easily. My legs are the only
things I have for support."
Cehlar said it is difficult to
manage each horse because of
the different personalities.
"Sometimes it depends on the
horse to successfully manage
him, because they all have different personalities and some
are just easier to manage than
others," she said.

Blotter
More than $900 in audio-visual
equipment was stolen earlier
this week from an office in ShatzelHall.
Bill Bess, director of Public
Safety, said a black and white
video cassette monitor, a video
cassette recorder and an
AM/FM radio cassette recorder
were all stolen from a cabinet.
There were no signs of forced
entry into the first-floor office or
the cabinet, he said. The door

might not have been locked.
The equipment is valued at
$929.
A video camera in the cabinet
was not taken.

a

a

D

LAST WEEK more than $8,500
in sound equipment was stolen
from the recording booth of the
Bryan Recital Hafl and another
room in the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Among the items stolen were a

four-channel reel-to-reel tape recorder, a three-head cassette
recorder, a stereo amplifier, a
noise processor and two speakers.
A receiver also was damaged,
Bess said.
The door was forced open to
gain entry to the room, he said.
BG News Photo/ Joe Phelan

A STUDENT of Offenhauer
West reported the theft of a
"Coca-Cola" sweatshirt, valued
at $50, from a laundry room.

Students In an unusual physical education class practice their English- f
style horsemanship at River Hollow Farms in Perrysburg.
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Cars give "bumper crop' of messages
Professor sticks meaning
to profound auto mottos
said.
In addition to geographical
bumper stickers, there are also
many bumper stickers dealing
with hobbies and attitudes, he
said.
Some of these include:' 'Minds
are like parachutes, they function only when open," "Streakers tan more evenly," or "Give
blood. Play rugby."
Gordon said some of the most
powerful stickers deal with nuclear war. Such as, "Nuclear
war. Seen one, you've seen them
all," and "Stop the arms race,
not the human race."
Other topics being sported on
auto bumpers include fantasy,
music, occupations, religion arid
social welfare.
Most of the bumper stickers
Gordon has photographed are
from the Bowling Green area,
but he has captured some during
his travels across the country.
During these trips Gordon said
he has seen cars and vans totally
covered in bumper stickers.
In addition to a geographical
connotation, Gordon's interest
in bumper stickers stems from
their historical value, he said.
"TTiey're very much like photographs," he said, "They preserve an instant in time."

by Linda Hoy
reporter

T*ey can be political, social,
educational or just plain funny,
containing some of the sharpest
wit and the most sobering of
messages.
Bumper stickers are something seen everyday, and Jeff
Gordon, associate professor of
geography, has spent a lot of
time studying them.
"I always study things I'm
interested in," Gordon said. "I
think we tend to forget about
that which surrounds us."
Gordon has been studying
bumper stickers since 1983. He
said he receives no grants for his
research but has presented his
findings in the form of papers at
various meetings.
University football games
have often served as a good
source for his study, he said, as
be has photographed many
bumper stickers displayed on
the cars parked by the stadium.
FROM HIS research, Gordon
said be has discovered there is a
geography to bumper stickers.
They are spatial, dealing with
countries, states, cities, regions,
provinces and even counties, he

Stockwell

Associate professor of geography Jeff Gordon displays one of the humorous bumper stickers he has
collected. Gordon studies bumper stickers and has presented papers on the subject at many meetings.

Sandinistas in Nicaragua. We
are killing peasants whose only
crime is ravine been unfortunate enough to be born in a CIA
target area," he said.
Stockwell encouraged the
audience to read about activities
in third world countries. He also
encouraged the audience to read
his book, In Search of Enemies,
but not to buy it.
"Read my book, but get it
out of a library," Stockwell said.
"The CIA seized the profits and
gets 65 cents for each copy."

a Continued from page 4.
Stockwell said the CIA has been
involved in covert action in Guatemala, Vietnam, and Afghanistan.
"Well never know how
many deaths have occured because of CIA covert action," he
said. "But we know it's been a
lot if we count 800,000 deaths in
Indonesia alone, 13,000 in Nicaragua, 1 million in Korea and 2
million in Vietnam."
"And we are not killing

f♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Jeff Gordon
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JAZZ CAFE
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8:00-Midnight
ICE ARENA LOUNGE

CARRY OUT
— Due to popular demand, JT's has
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"Students Leading the
Struggle Against Apartheid"
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Relief Pitcher & Doubles Night
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DISHOP FORD
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THE PURCHASE OF A NEW FORD

It's Easy To Qualify

Sun., April 20th
"Fastest Screw
Contest"
This you gotta see
to believe!
For more information consult your local Fundrinkery.

The fundrinkery
3824876
Glenbyrne Center
Everyone 19 & Over Welcome

ADMISSION: Free and open to all
FEATURING: Tyrone Vernon & Co.
SPECIAL GUEST: "Authorized Personnel"
(John Harris & Keenan Foster)

■ You mutt receive at lean a
bachelor's degree or a state RN
license between October 1,
198S and September 30, 1986.
■ You must have verifiable
employment that begins within
120 days of your qualifying
vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary livfng expenses and your vehicle
paymentSi Your credit record, if you
have one, must Indicate pay*
ment made as agreed.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang, Thundcrbird
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco 11,
Ranger, F150&F250
The amount of your pre<
approved credit Is determined

8 sUf%

by the qualifying vehicle you buy,
and you are eligible for the $400
directly from Ford even if you
don't finance your purchase.
Make your best deal and you can
use the $400 toward your down
payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase or lease.
Hurry. If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock it muit be ordered
by June 1, 1986, and delivery of
all vehicles must be taken by
August 31, 1986. See your par
tiefpating dealer for complete
program details.

Motor
■

Rt. 25. N.oi Bowling Green
B.G.353-5271

TOLEDO 246-9592

FORD

Elsewhere
Ohio papers react to U.S. strike on Libya
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(AP) - Ohio newspapers reacted
quickly to the United States' announcement that it had carried out air strikes
against Libya, with most publishing
editorials Tuesday that supported
President Reagan's decision to act.
"The United States has offered a
carefully measured response to Libyan
terrorist attacks on innocent people.
Though Americans are loath to use
force in their dealings with other countries, yesterday's air strikes were an
appropriate action against a belligerent outlaw power ...," The Cincinnati
Post said.
While The Post said the bombing
might stir some sympathy for Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy, it said the

president's action was necessary "in
defense of the legitimate interests of all
Americans."
The Cincinnati Enquirer said the air
strikes were justified:

But the newspaper said the failure of
the nation's allies to unite behind the
president's action "is as troubling as It
is disappointing" and that the administration should be more forthcoming
about its evidence against Khadafy.
The Tribune Chronicle of Warren
said it doubted the attack would deter
the Libyan leader.
"We, of course, can never completely
rule out military force as a justifiable
response to terrorism. Military action
may indeed be warranted as a lastresort tactic when all other avenues of
recourse ... have failed and when the
world community or at least the Western community is united in the appropriateness of using force. ■

"THE TARGETS were not randomly
chosen: They were selected because
they stood at the center of Khadafy's
capacity to train and direct terrorist
agents around the world."
The Vindicator of Youngstown said,
"President Reagan has boldly underscored his own and the nation's determination that state-sponsored
terrorism, such as that trumpeted by
... Khadafy, can not and will not be
tolerated."

"THE REAGAN administration,
however, failed miserably to pass either test before launching its attack on
Libya Monday. Those failures may
very well seal the death warrants for
countless more American targets of
Khadafy and other international terrorists in the weeks and months
ahead."
Toe Columbus Dispatch said, "President Reagan's decision to use force
against Libya is an unmistakable signal that the United States is ready to
play tough with state-sponsored terrorists. It is an unmistakable sign that
Washington has conclusive evidence
that Moammar Khadafy was directly

involved in recent deadly anti-American terrorist strikes. And it is an unmistakable bet that Reagan believes
that the American people, America's
Western allies, the Soviet Union and
even the Arab world will see that he
had no choice but to follow his rhetoric
with action...."
Toe Dayton Daily News said the
United States had little choice but to
act without the support of its allies,
save Great Britain.
"Whatever the European allies say,
it has been the United States that has
had to do the dirty work on their behalf
and get the message across that terrorism has to be taken seriously and dealt
with firmly," the newspaper said.

Kidnapped Dublin woman rescued Search continues
for F-lll bomber
two days, she said, the leader "was absolutely hopping mad and I was so pleased. I
really felt great about it."

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - Police and soldiers surrounded a hideout and rescued
Jennifer Guinness at dawn yesterday. The
Dublin socialite said she had hidden a car
Kck under her pillow, hoping for a chance
hit one of her kidnappers.
The three men who held her surrendered
peacefully after six hours of negotiations
at the house in Dublin, police said.
Guinness, the petite toyear-old wife of
merchant banker John Guinness, looked
none the worse for her eight-day ordeal
when she appeared at a news conference.
Police praised her coolness and courage.
She said the three masked men who
seized her at her cliff top mansion April 8
put her in the trunk of their car. She
slipped the jack inside her coat and later
hid it under the pillow of the bed on which
she was forced to spend most of her time in
captivity.
when the gang discovered the jack after

SHE SAID she tried to persuade her
captors that they had grabbed the wrong
Guinness, but after seeing television coverage of the family's lavish lifestyle a
member of the gang burst Into her room
shouting: "You're worth millions!"
The Guinness family is one of Ireland's
richest, with branches in brewing and
banking.
Police Superintendent Frank Hanlon
said the ransom of 2 million Irish pounds
($2.6 million) that the kidnappers demanded was not paid.
He said Guinness was "a considerable
asset toward the ending of this Incident
through her advice to all parties."
Guinness said she was moved to about
five different locations, often gagged and

blindfolded, but otherwise was welltreated and given newspapers and a radio.
The abductors took her from her pink
yle home in the Dublin suburb
of Howth, pistol-whipped her husband and
told him he would never see her again
unless he paid the ransom.

Police said they did not hear from the
gunmen after the kidnapping, but clues
found in a house in the fashionable Ballsbridge embassy district of Dublin led them
to another one in Ballsbridge where they
found her.
Members of the army's anti-terrorist
Rangers Unit joined police in surrounding
the building shortly after midnight and
negotiations began.
Hanlon said the three alleged kidnapKrs were from Dublin, one aged 43 and
o aged 27, but he would not give their
names.
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THE SOURCES also disclosed
today that not all of the planes
assigned to the Navy and Air
Force assault force were able to
participate in the bombing runs.
Besides the F-lll that Is now
missing, two of the 18 bombers
dispatched from England had to
break off from the attack because of mechanical problems,
the sources said. The pilots were
under strict orders to avoid "collateral damage" to civilian
areas and not to take a chance in
the event of malfunctioning
equipment, the sources said.

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

• •••*

Wednesdays All VCR rentals $2,991

-

the men or their aircraft.
The administration sources,
who agreed to discuss the matter only if not identified, said
the Pentagon had not ruled out
the possibility that the missing
F-lll never made it back out to
sea after its bombing run.

CRimE^R CALL
STOPWRjry 352-0077

Every 10th Movie Free!

33iJyUi3PMf

WASHINGTON (AP) - Military commanders at the Pentagon are actively investigating
the possibility that the F-lll
bomber missing from this
week's aerial raids on Libya
may have dropped a bomb offtarget after being hit by antiaircraft fire, administration
sources said yesterday.
The search for an answer to
what happened to the F-lll has
been complicated by incomplete
reports from other American
pilots engaged in the pre-dawn
raid and the inability of Navy
searchers to locate any sign of
the missing plane, the sources
said.
Adm. William Crowe, the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said the search for the two
missing crewmen had been
called off after Navy planes and
ships failed to find any trace of

841 Eighth St.
•
•
•
•
•

2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished
Washer & Dryer on Premises
FREE Heat, Water & Sewer
Student Consumer Union
Lease

328 S. MAIN
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Citizens may control porn
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Attorney General's Commission
on Pornography is prepared to
endorse the creation of citizen
action groups to monitor the
performance of judges and prosecutors in pornography cases,
the American Civil Liberties
Union says.
A working draft of the commission's report also favors the
idea of citizen groups surveying
hewstands and bookstores to
keep the flow of sexually explicit
materials in a community in
check, the ACLU says.
ACLU legislative counsel
Barry Lynn called the citizen
monitoring proposal "a manifesto for the creation of a public
sex-spy network... a nightmarish call to virtually deputize
citizen zealots into frightening
every merchant and media outlet into adopting their view of
sexual morality.

The draft recommendations
by the 11-member pornography
commission were disclosed
Tuesday at an ACLU news conference zeroing in on some of the
thousands of internal documents
that have been released in the
past week by the commission.
THE COMMISSION disclosed
its internal drafts and working
papers only after being sued by
the ACLU, which alleged that
keeping the documents secret
violated federal law. The suit
was dropped in return for release of the materials.
The draft recommendations
are being disclosed the week
after Southland Corp. of Dallas
announced it no longer will sell
adult magazines such as Playboy and Penthouse at its 7Eleven stores. Southland cited
testimony before the pornography commission indicating a

growing public awareness and
concern over a possible connection between adult magazines
and crime, violence and child
abuse.
The commission's recommendations will be considered at the
panel's final meeting late this
month and a final report will be
issued in June.
Commission draft documents
urge law enforcement crackdowns which the ACLU says
would put an end to production
of X-rated films. R-rated horror
films and possibly other popular
films with sexual themes.
ANOTHER DRAFT recommendation urges federal regulators to ban the showing on cable
television of the types of
material contained in R-rated
movies depicting nudity, Lynn
said.

Group's effort defined by crisis
COLUMBUS (AP) - An organizer of four days
of activities aimed at rallying Ohioans for peace
said armed conflict between the United States and
Libya has added new meaning to her efforts.
Unifying Ohio for Peace Week began on the
Statehouse lawn yesterday, with appeals for restraint in the Middle East after Monday's U.S.
bombing of targets in Libya. The observance lasts
through April 20.
"The events in Libya underscore our aims for
this week," said Leslie Hudak, executive director
of the Cleveland-based Legacy Inc., the statewide
interdenominational religious group that organized the program.
"SOCIETY IS being filled with violence, and
many people have lost hope not only for international peace, but for personal peace," Hudak said
during opening ceremonies here.
( The project, designed to encourage residents to

express their views of peace through creative
arts, has received the official endorsements of
Gov. Richard Celeste and 60 municipalities in
Ohio, she said. It also serves as a pilot for a
nationwide project called Unifying the USA by
1968.
Art exhibitions, folk dances and stage performances are scheduled in most towns observing
the week. In Woodsfield, peace week observers
will stretch a peace ribbon around the Monroe
County courthouse.
Amateur casts in 14 communities will present
dozens of performances of a play entitled "Alice
In Blunderland" through Sunday. The play is
billed as a musical allegory critical of the use of
nuclear weapons.
Inaugural ceremonies yesterday drew a lunchtime crowd of about 50 onlookers to the Statehouse
lawn.

Stalin's granddaughter back
with classmates in England
SAFFRON WALDEN, England (AP)-The
14-year-old American-born granddaughter of
Josef Stalin returned to her Quaker school
yesterday, tearfully embracing teachers and
classmates and saying her mother was sorry
she made her move to the Soviet Union.
"It's a very emotional moment. I didn't think
I'd get back/' said Olga Peters, in the assembly
hatfof the Friends' School in Saffron Walden, 12
miles from Cambridge.
She left the boarding school in Oct. 1964 when
her mother, Svetlana Alliluyeva, abruptly left
her home in Cambridge anti took Peters to the
Soviet Union.
Life in the nation her grandfather ruled for 29
years was strange for a girl raised in the United
States, and from the outset she wanted to
return to the school and friends she knew,
Peters said.
She spoke no Russian or Georgian, the language of Soviet Georgia where she and her
mother lived, and she said she missed her
native English.

The KEY
To Winning
Order your 1986 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify to win:

2 Bedroom Apartments
$500 for the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
$400 for the Summer

Peters, who first enrolled at the Friends'
School in 1982, flew to London from MoscowTuesday, traveling on the Soviet passport she
was given when she arrived in the Soviet Union.
She was brought to the school by two Soviet
diplomats and walked into the assembly hall
where teachers, pupils and a throng of reporters waited.
HEADMASTER John Woods brought forward four girls and two teachers, all particular
favorites of Peters. There were kisses and
hugs, and Peters was in tears.
Alliluyeva, who uses her mother's last name,
defected to the West in 1967 and lived in the
United States where she married architect
William Wesley Peters in 1970. Their daughter
was born the next year, and the couple divorced
in 1973.
Alliluyeva later moved to Britain to give her
daughter an English education. She took her
daughter to the Soviet Union in October 1964,
saying she had never been happy in the West
and had been hounded by U.S. intelligence
agents. She also said she wanted to be close to
her two grown children from previous marriages.
She has recently told reporters she was also
free to leave the Soviet Union, and Peters'
father said Alliluyeva had told him she planned
to move to Switzerland.

ALSO, HER stepsister and stepbrother
"were not supportive to me," she told reporters. "We didn't know what to say to each
other."
Peters said her mother "deeply regretted
taking me away from school so suddenly without saying goodbye to anyone," and "she was
really thrilled I was coming back."
But in general, she added, "It was a great
experience and I don't regret any of it... It's

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER

1 Bedroom Apartments

not every kid that gets to see three different
countries - three of the most important countries in the world."
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Republicans halt aid deliberation
WASHINGTON (AP) - House
Republicans used a surprise tactic yesterday to abruptly stop
House consideration of President Reagan's $100 million Nicaraguan aid proposal, saying
they wanted to divorce it from
an unrelated spending bill Reagan badly wants to veto.
Democrats claimed the ReSiublicans acted out of desperaion because they did not nave
the votes to defeat a key proposal opposed by the White House.
The Republican minority
pulled its surprise by voting for
an amendment that would nave
ended the Reagan program of
aiding the anti-Sanainista guerillas in Nicaragua - an amendment that had been widely
expected to fail.

As a consequence, the amendment by Rep. Lee Hamilton,
D-Ind., passed 361-66 with only
one Republican opposing it. It
would bar all aid to the contras
while making $27 million available for Nicaraguan refugees.
The unexpected ploy, which
blocked consideration of an
amendment opposed by the
White House, was characterized
by GOP leaders as a move to
free the aid plan from a $1.7
billion catch-all spending bill
Reagan says is "pork barrel"
legislation "brimming with
waste and excess."
HOUSE SPEAKER Thomas
O'Neill Jr. immediately withdrew the aid plan from consideration temporarily.

"When you have a rotten rule
to play by you are forced to take
unconventional action," said
House Republican Leader Bob
Michel of Illinois, who called the
procedure under which the
House was operating a "sham
charade."
The Democratic ground rules,
he said, were, "a variation of the
old con game, heads I win, tails
you lose."
"You in the majority leadership who thought vou could
ignore the plight of democracy
in Nicaragua by turning this
debate into one in which we had
to choose between aid to the
contras and a supplemental appreciations bill loaded with
goodies," said Michel. "I have
to say again we just can't play

that game."
The Republican tactic prevented the House from voting on
an amendment by Rep. David
McCurdy, D-Okla. - opposed by
the White House-that would
delay all military aid to the
contras and require direct negotiations between the United
States and Nicaragua's Sandinista government. It also would
require another affirmative vote
by both houses to free the money
for arms.
Michel outlined a complicated
procedure to revive the Reagan
plan, unencumbered by being
attached to the spending bill and
O'Neill said he had given his
word to Democrats that there
would be a vote on the McCurdy
amendment.

FBI sees link in shoot-out, murders
COLUMBUS (AP) - Two local
r)lice detectives headed for
lorida yesterday, seeking information about last week's
shoot-out between FBI agents
and two robbery suspects with
links to a 1983 Ohio slaying.
William Matix, 34, and Michael Lee Platt, 32. suspects in
several bank robberies, died
Friday in a shoot-out with FBI
agents in suburban Miami. Two
FBI agents also were killed in
the exchange.
Local authorities are interested in any connection between
the men and the 1983 stabbing
deaths of Matix's wife, Patricia,
and Joyce McFadden at Riverside Hospital in Columbus,
where the women worked as
nurses. Matix previously lived
in Delaware, Ohio, about 20
miles north of here, prior to his
wife's killing on Dec. 30,1983.
Platt's wife also died a violent
death in 1984 from a gunshot
blast. Authorities ruled the
death a suicide, but have since
■:■:•:■:■:•:■:■ :•:■:

reopened the case.
"The two men were supertight," said Metro-Dade robbery
Sgt. Tony Monheim. "I mean, it
was ridiculous. I think they
might have even had some kind
of pact together to kill their
wives."
COLUMBUS police Capt. Antone Lanata said yesterday that
he knew nothing of any pact
between Matix and Platt, but
said local authorities planned to
compare Platt's fingerprints
with those found at the scene of
the nurses' killings on Dec. 30,
1963.
"I think we would be probably
grossly incompetent if we didn t
take a look at Mr. Platt...,"
Lanata said.
He said detectives were never
satisfied with Matix's reaction
to the slaying or with his alibi.
Matix told them he was home
with their baby daughter at the
time.
The Columbus Dispatch re -

ported yesterday that Matix's
attorney has hired a private
investigator to prove an unidentified construction worker killed
the two women.
Attorney Craig Treneff said
Matix had filed a $3 million
wrongful death suit against thehospital on Dec. 30,1985. claiming the hospital's failure to
provide adequate security led to
the stabbing deaths of Patricia
Matix and McFadden in the hospital's cancer research labo-

AVON LAKE, Ohio (AP) When the Avon Lake High
School library entered the
computer age, the staff didn't
have to search very far for

Into.

Junior Michael Plusch, the
school's computer wizard,
helped install and implement
the library's computer system. He's been a hero to the
librarians ever since.
"I just don't know what
we'd do without him, since
none of us had any prior experience with computers," said
Pam Hoffmann, librarian and
media specialist at the
school.
Besides helping install the

American Heart
'Association

Nov. you can provide your students with
an alternative to the library reserve

Treneff told the newspaper
that a private investigator was
hired in that case to prove Matix's claim that an unidentified
construction worker bound,
gagged and stabbed the two
women.
The newspaper said police in
1984 interviewed a construction
worker, who was on duty that
day working in a stairwell next
to the lab. No charges were
filed.

Young computer wiz
helps library staff

«-:*x::-:;:;:::::¥:¥ra^

ON RESERVE
AT KINKO'S.

ratory.

system, Michael held training
sessions to teach the library
staff how to use it and wrote a
program for sending out notices for overdue books. The
program cuts the time for
sending out library overdue
notices from two days to two
hours.
Michael, 17, says computers are nothing new to him he has 13 of them at his home
in Lorain County.
"MANY OF them are
things we've had but are no
longer state-of-the-art," he
said. "Some of the new
software won't fit in the old
computers."
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Put your course materials on reserve at
Kinko's. and give your students the option
of obtaining their own individual copy to
study
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This Weekend

Make a reservation for your students this
term
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MIKE KATON BAND
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Tonight, Friday, Saturday

Great copies. Great people

NO COVER

325 E. Woosler St.
(Across from Taco Bell)

354-3977

A Designated Driver Participant

Federal worker
gets big IRS bill
COLUMBUS (AP)-Federal worker Andrew Crawford says he is not worried
about a $30 million bill from
the Internal Revenue Service
because he assumes it is a
monumental mistake.
"I figure I'd have to make
$150 million a year to pay this
kind of tax," said Crawford, a
$30,000-a-year chief of security at the federal courthouse.
"I want a balanced budget,
but I don't want to be the one
to balance it."
Crawford is paying off a
$3,000 tax delinquency from
1963 and 1904. He said he
received his monthly bill
from the IRS Monday but did
not open it until he arrived at
his office Tuesday morning.
According to the bill, his
1985 tax obligation was
$29,890,640.87.

"I had to read it three or
four times to get all the commas in the right place," he
said. "I'm not used to seeing
figures that big."
Crawford was given until
midnight Tuesday to come up
with the money, but said be
was not worried. He said he
paid a $1,038 tax bill in February and assumed the new
bill was a mistake.
Gary Wright, a spokesman
for the IRS in Cincinnati, said
Crawford is probably right
"Obviously, it's absurd,"
Wright said. "Usually, this
kind of thing is the result of a
key-punch error."
He said investigators would
try to determine the cause of
the mistake to head off similar errors.

Students win case,
get reimbursement
WINONA, Minn. (AP)-The
verdict is in for nine students
who sued their vocational-technical school complaining about
poor instruction: A judge says
they are entitled to 10 extra days
in class or $62.50, but not the
$2,011 they had sought.
The Winona Area VocationalTechnical Institute students said
in separate suits filed in small
claims court that they had several instructors in an auto body
repair class after the first one
quit. They contended the poor
quality of their instruction
meant they would have trouble
getting jobs.
Winona County District Court
Judge Dennis Challeen said in
his ruling Monday that the students received adequate education, but were entitled to either
compensation or extra instruction.
"The school did their best
under very unfortunate circumstances," Challeen said in an
interview yesterday. "But the

students were short-changed
and, therefore, that's the reason
for my ruling."
Challeen said the school owes
the students the extra class time
or money because of 10 days
when they had no teacher or an
instructor who wasn't qualified
to teach the course.
"TO ME that's the best solution," he said. "If I give them all
their money back and they get
their credits back that's not fair.
I think it's a compromise."
The students were seeking the
money as compensation for the
time they said they wasted.
Bill Gau, one of the students
who sued, said the publicity the
case generated had benefitted
all students in the course. He
said the school has provided
S,000 worth of new equipment
r the class as well as a good
instructor.
"As far as we're concerned,
we already won," he said.

Test laundry product
to do double duty
CINCINNATI (AP)-Procter
& Gamble Co. is test-marketing
a new laundry product in the
form of sheets that work both as
a coap in the washer and a fabric
softener in the dryer.
The product is called "Tide
Multi-Action Sheets."
The single-use sheets contain
detergent, bleach and fabric
softener, explained P&G
spokeswoman Belinda Baxter
Welsh.
Test-marketing began April 1
in Moline and Rock Island, HI.,
and Bettendorf and Davenport,
Iowa. It is too early to assess the
success of the product, Welsh
said.
Precisely measured amounts
of heavy-duty detergent and
bleach are released during the

s

washing process from the sheet
which resembles a quilted coy*
erlet. When the same sheet is
placed into the dryer with the
newly washed clothing, the beat
of the appliance activates the
fabric softener.
Trade analysts estimate the
sheets cost about 30 cents per
wash, compared to about SO
cents for detergent, bleach and
fabric softener separately,
according toThe Cincinnati £5fr
quirer.
The "Tide" test follows a teat
of "Cheer" Power Pouches,
which also contained detergent
in pouch form. "Clorox"
launched pouch technology in
the United States with a test of
"Act", a water-activated
packet, in Bakersfield, Calif. »
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TO CATCH THESE
New Releases
• Muskie Fishing Magic
• Babe Winkleman's
Northern Pike
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How-to Tapes and
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Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year
Furnished efficiency

Unfurnished efficiency

$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat I
shared electric

$200.00
Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric

On* bdrm. furnished

One bdrm. unfurnished
$250.00

$270.00
All utilities paid

All utilities paid

Two bedroom furnished

Two bdrm. unfurnished

$270.00

$265.00
plus gas & electric

plus gas & electric

All residents have the prlviledge of using The
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 9* and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Ltd.

Sports
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Desire flows in Brooks
by Matt Winkdjohn
spots reporter

The difference between a good
tennis player and a great one is
said to be small. If attitude and
determination count, Bowling
Green's number one singles
player Lyn Brooks will soon
bridge the gap.
A senior graphic design major, Brooks is a BG co-captain
along with junior Korey
Kerscher and she makes it clear
she enjoys her role.
"I love being captain," Brooks
said. Coach Stack leaves Korey
and I a lot of responsiblity and
that means a lot to us.
"We want the younger players
to feel they can come to us with
any problems they have. Tennis
is much different in college; its
more team-oriented."
Tennis is certainly different in
college for Brooks. In high
school, she played on the men's
varsity team.
"My high school didn't have a
girls team, so I played with the
men," Brooks said. "I played
varsity doubles my freshman
year. Then my sophomore year,
I played singles.
THINGS WERE were at times
tough on Lyn.
"I won more than I lost, but
many of the guys I played would
hassle me. she said. "I improved tremendously my junior
and senior year, but once we

Lyn Brooks
got to the state tournament, the
competition was difficult."
After writing various universities, Brooks try ed out at the ones
she favored (a practice no
longer permitted by the NCAA)
and chose BG.
"The design program looked
really nice and (former) coach
(Debbie) Kerkelwitz was also
very nice," Brooks said.
Brooks was prepared in a
unique way for college tennis.
"Women play a more consistent game of tennis than men. I
learned the power game from
playing against guys in high
school, but I was inconsistent. ,
she said. "Debbie brought out
the tiger in me, but coach Stack
is a better organizer. We play a

better schedule and she makes
me think more."
Brooks was anything but inconsistent her freshman year,
losing only once as the Falcons'
number five singles player.
Then, the going got tough.
"I MOVED up to number
three singles sophomore year
and that was a big jump,'' she
said. "I also started having my
shoulder problem that year. I
sat out the next summer."
Brooks has acute tendonitis of
the right shoulder.
"It really hurts with motions
above my head. When its real
bad, it grinds; you can hear it,"
Brooks said "At times the pain
goes all the way down to my
elbow."
Earlier this spring, Lyn
missed two weeks of action due
to the injury, but an injection
has her once again at her racquet.
"My Soal would be to have an
ee season and I would
be a contender in the
MAC," Brooks said. "That's
asking a lot. but I'm not one to
give up easily."
With or without tennis success, Lyn Brooks will graduate
from Bowling Green in December with more than memories.
"In college, I've been on my
own, I've bad fun and I've
learned to be independent,"
Brooks said. "I've met a lot of
people, and I've learned a lot
that I can apply to everday life.
Now, I have a lot I want to do."
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Imminent "Payne"

Falcons lose volleyball finale
Bowling Green's men's
club volleyball team, competing in the finals of the Midwest Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association club
championships for the third
time in four years, lost to
Wisconsin 1M, 9-15,1M and
15-7.
The Badgers, led by sophomores Dan Springob, Greg
Kempen and Darry Cielinski,
captured their first title in the
oldest collegiate volleyball
tournament in the country.
BG moved out of Saturday's preliminary round as
the number three-seed overall behind UW and Michigan,

Ruggers race past Bearcats
Fans expecting to attend a
rugby match last Saturday at
College Park were instead
treated to a track meet as Bowling Green's club rugby team
pummeled the University of Cincinnati 42-4 and 60-3.
■ The Falcons shredded the
Bearcats' defense for 21 tries
(rugby's equivalent of a touchdown in football) in the two
matches. The Falcons have now
outscored the opposition 485
points to just 46, and it appears
to be a good bet the ruggers will
break the season scoring record
of 671 points set last fall.
"This has traditionally been a
tough match for us," Falcons'
coach Roger Mazzarella said.
"UC gets a lot of support from

In addition to his two pushover
the Cincinnati Wolfhounds, who
tries, Wood also collected anare probably the top city club in
other on BG's feared front peel
the Midwest League."
But the Bearcats apparently
%
It didn't take long for the the
left tradition at home, as the
Falcons to exploit those holes,
Falcons' forwards pushed,
especially wing Rob Clark.
shoved, and generally bullied
Clark, last season's recordtheir counterparts all day.
setting try scorer, broke out of a
BG's forwards, led by front
scoring
slump to bum the Bearrow players Dave Cramer, Dave
Meyer and Ed Cvelbar, over- cats for three tries. Joining him
in the end-zone on solo efforts
powered UC's forwards twice in
CJ-line-stand situations, allow- were prop Dave Cramer, fly half
eighth-man Pat Wood to Scott Huff and fullback Terry
Busch. Center Tony Konczak's
score relatively easy tries both
three conversions closed out the
times.
scoring in the first match with
MAZZARELLA AGREED,
BG on top, 42-4.
Gaising Falcons' captain Dave
The scoring continued unever.
"Dave has developed into the abated in the second match as
top collegiate player in the Mid- BG burned UC for 12 more tries
en route to a 60-3 victory.
west," Mazzarella said.

Giveahoot.-

Phcwun.ve„.ty New, <

Bowling Green's Mike "Felix" Payne makes a diving play during this weekend's vollyball action.

A PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM
SPONSORED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF
SHOPPINC CENTERS

both of whom were undefeated. BG had split with Ohio
and beat Purdue and Ohio
Wesley an.
In the quarterfinals, the
Falcons defeated Miami 1510. 8-15 and 15-6. They then
advanced to play host team
Michigan in one semi, while
Wisconsin played defending
champ Notre Dame in the
other semifinal match.
The Wolverines, who were
riding the crest of their undefeated status, were rudely
shaken by the Falcons in the
first game 15-2.
The second game, which
lasted almost 60 minutes, saw

the best of both teams rise to
the challenge. The Falcons
prevailed 17-15, eliminating
The Irish were dumped by
Wisconsin 10-15 and 10-15.
Mike Payne, the Falcons'
senior captian and only setter, led the offense as the
Falcons posted their best offensive stats of the season.
Payne's individual performance earned him the Commissioner's Award as well as
being selected to the MIVA
all-star team for the second
time.
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ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH

-Don't pollute.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone

is proud to announce that the
WINNER OF
The Roommate of the Year Contest
IS

352-9378

835 High St. — Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Monday — Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Kathy Tyndall

Feature*
2 bedroom — carpeted & furnished
Gas heat — gas cooking
(landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1M bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has

She was nominated by her roommate Dena Merrell.
Both are sophomores and live in Darrow

been built features the following:
• Hydro Spo Whirlpool
• Sun Lamps
• Indoor Healed Pool
• Metos Sauna

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

Congratulations Kathy!
Thank* to our Judge*: Cathy Pratt, Wiley Blevuu and Janet Lawrence

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
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Doesn't your secretary deserve

The Aspen Grill & Cafe?
Secretaries Week
April 21-25
Reserve your table now!
* Lunch * Dinner - 7 days a week
menu
Sunday Branch - Exciting new -

•«£<* on-tc
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Can you write, edit
or shoot photos?
The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
staff positions including all staff
editors, photographers and reporters. Most are paid positions.
Applications may be picked up at the
BG News Office, 214 West Hall,
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Application deadline: April 23

s
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American League winners both "Blue
Sideline

turn a fine double play.

Matt Winkeljohn
sports reporter

If I didn't catch you off guard
with some of my National
League picks yesterday, maybe
I can throw a few loops your way
with my American League
selections.
While it is indeed hard to
repeat as a champion in any
sport, I'm tired ot hearing about
how the Toronto Blue Jays were
a fluke last year.
Flukes do not survive 162
games in the AL East.
The Jays have enough
pitching, hitting and defense to
again win this division. Platoon
catcher Buck Martinez has a
sore back and is returning from
a broken leg. At age 37, the road
back might be a bumpy one.
Also, Jimy (one 'nV) Williams is
untested as a manager.
Jesse Barfield, George Bell
and Lloyd Moseby make up one
of the best outfields in baseball.
And 23-year-old shortstop Tony
Fernandez led the AL in chances
and assists last year while
rutting .289. Damaso Garcia
combines with Fernandez to

DAVE STTEB is the best 14-13
pitcher in baseball and the rest
of the staff is strong as well. If
the bullpen can tie it all
together, the Jays will again
finish on top in the East.
Sparky Anderson took a quick
lesson in how not to shoot off
one's mouth last year. After
winning the 1984 World Series,
Sparky proclaimed his Tiger
team among the best in baseball
history. Then, the error-prone
Detroit squad stumbled to a
third place finish last. One world
championship does not a
dynasty make.
However, this is still a strong
baseball team. They have at a
little of everything. Power,
speed, pitching and depth.
Lance Parrish, Alan Trammel!,
Lou Whitaker and Chet Lemon
form the best up-the-middle
combination in the league.
Knick-knack injuries are
bothering several Tigers, but
you can look for Detroit to be in
the thick of things in September.
The Boston Red Sox have one
of the most feared offensive
lineups in baseball, but that's
nothing new. But pitching is
indeed a new thing in Beantown.
Long a foreign word in this city,
the BoSox have some
impressive youth. Roger
Clemens has been called the top

• •

prospect in years and Al Nipper
is about to put it together. Also,
if he's healthy, "Oil Can" Boyd
can win at least IS games.
WATCH OUT for Don Baylor
in a Boston uniform.
The Yankees have plenty of
sticks, but the pitching Is
suspect and something always
goes wrong in New York.
Don't say I never did anything
for an Indians fan. Julio Franco
and Brett Butler can run and
Andre Thornton and Brook
Jacoby and others can put the
knock on it. But why did the
Tribe send first baseman Jim
Wilson back to the minors?
Offense will carry Cleveland
and with a little luck (Ditching)
they will be able to outlast both
the Orioles and Brewers.
47-year old Phil Niekro will
add a little excitement to an
otherwise bleak pitching staff.
The Orioles have Cal Ripken,
Eddie Murray and Mike Young,
but for Baltimore to improve,
Storm Davis and Mike
Boddicker will have to get it
together. And a few unfamiliar
faces must have bis years.
Robin Yount, Paul Molitor and
Cecil Cooper. And? And nothing.
Boo Brewers.
The Royals are also going to
repeat. Dennis Leonard rejoins
an already excellent starting
rotation after a leg injury
scratched him for three years.

He started his comeback last
week with a three-hit shutout of
the Blue Jays.
DAN QUISENBERR Y is not
what he used to be out of the
n, but he's still close to the
Lonnie Smith and Willie
Wilson give the Royals speed on
the basepaths. And George
Brett, Frank White, Steve
Balboni and Darryl Motley are
good for at least 80 homeruns.
Oakland rookie outfielder Jose
Canseco is going to be one of the
most exciting power hitters in
years. He looks like an outcast
from the World Wrestling
Federation. This guy is Brutus
Beefcake II.
Other favorites in the bay area
will be outfielders Dwayne
Murphy and Mike Davis and
shortstop Alfredo Griffin.
Joaquin Andujar joins the
talented 20-year old Jose Ri jo on
an unpredictable pitching staff.

«8~&

If this beleagured crew jells, the
Royals might have trouble.
Frank Viola and Bert
Blyleven are nice to have on a
pitching staff .but they are not
enough. Ron Davis will have to
have a big year in relief if
Minnesota is going anywhere.
Gary Gaetti, Kirby Puckett,
Kent Hrbek and Tom Brunansky
are explosive enough to make
the Twins exciting.
IN SEATTLE, Gorman
Thomas, Phil Bradley and Jim
Presley (combined 86 HR's),
will ioin rejuvenated pitcher
Mark Langston and power the
Mariners to fourth place.
Ron Kittle Carlton Fisk, Greg
Walker and Harold Baines can
bash the hide off the ball (109
Hr's), but Kittle, Fisk and
Walker combined to hit only
.242. Without people on base, it
doesn't matter who can hit the
ball out of the park.
And with the exception of Tom

Seaver and reliever Bob James,
the White Sox are shaky on the
mound. And they may yet trade
Tom Terrific.
The Angels are getting old,
old. old.
The Rangers are in for a long
summer. Outfielders Oddibe
McDowell and Gary Ward can
do some damage, but not enough
to offset another year of dismal
pitching.
Rookie outfielder Pete
Incaviglia is only the third
player ever to go straight from
college to the majors. If he
learns to handle the breaking
ball, he'll be a superstar.
Another summer of American
League baseball should be
enough to keep offensiveminded fans in their seats. Look
for a record or near-record
number of home runs as power
becomes all-out vogue in the AL.

Cavalier's G.M.Weltman fired

Use The Escort Service
Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese pizza only..

$il99

4

Additional Items $1°°

Bowling Green 352-1539

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - The
Cleveland Cavaliers fired General Manager Harry Weltman
yesterday, leaving vacancies in
two of the NBA team's top positions.
Weltman had directed a revitalization of the franchise that
stalled this season when the
Cavaliers failed to make the
NBA playoffs. He fired coach
George Karl with IS games re-

"We have decided not to renew Harry Weltman's contract

IDEAL GIFT FOR MOM OR DAD
In 1914-15, (the first year of classes at BG) total
college expenses, according to the catalog, were
approximately
A. $200
C. $1,000
B. $500
D. $1,500
/Mfddhf pue syooq lO) Qgf p ISOD
/enuue ue pue fMM/m'fif
pjeoq •Jfaa/n/SZ'tt
)S03 smiop suaiuo/fl

AVAILABLE OffCAMPUS
University Bookstore
title-Union«call 352-8095

aai) se/n uoHim OOZt V

as executive vice president arid
general manager of the Cavs,"
owners George and Gordon
Gund said in a news release.
"We are commencing immediate efforts to identify and secure
the services of a new general
manager for the team. That
person will lead the search for a
new head coach."
Gordon Gund said it was possible but unlikely the Cavaliers
would hire one person as both
head coach ana general manager.

"I think it's fairly unlikely,
because that's a tremendously
demanding combination of responsibilities," Gund said. "It
doesn't work very often, because there's a conflict between
a coach looking for victories in
the short term and a general
manager dealing with longrange plans."
GUND SAID Weltman "was
really stunned by the decision."
"I have certainly let him know
in the last couple of months that
I was concerned about the direc-
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CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER
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Look for the pizza man on
campus with his bright orange
jacket and tag him for a valuable
coupon for your next Pizza
Brother's visit.
P.S. His name is not Herb!
Saw this id (or 2 Free Pepti with
next ofdcr.
(Not good with any othc offer)
O
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SUNBED
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WOLFF SYSTEM

UVA

TANNING BOOTHS
UVA-UVB
20 VISITS $35
10 VISITS $20
air conditioned
downtown

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

PHYSICS AT UD

Corner of Clouch & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA
'In house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)

tion the team was going in,"
Gund said.
The decision was made
largely because of the "unsettled nature of things," he
said, including the firing of Karl
and, earlier in the season, the
firing of assistant coach Mo McHone.
Gund said he hoped to have a
new general manager in place a
few weeks before the NBA draft
in June.

- TQkeoaoyofTtiDmsmoklnfl — HolltieS

TANNING
CENTER

•Cot heat, hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pay* electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished
,f
ast dependable, 24 hr maintenance

ft

An intensive summer program
tune H - August 1. 19M
• A full-ye*' college phytKt ( injrvr
including Ijbofjtonev in 7 week*
• tdetlly imted lor pfe-medicjlendother
life Kieme college uudeniv
• Approomie lo# mo»t *t identic mjion.
• Houwng f triable
• Meke youi pUnt now.
CJN

*» Pe»irt-inl mi Pkriki 229-2311

blasts
media
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) Larry Holmes Jr.'s prediction
for his father's rematch against
Michael Spinks Saturday night
is, "We're going to knock his
head off."
That's what dad told spectators Tuesday at his public workout.
Once again, the former heavyweight champion refused to taw
to reporters except to exchange
words with Dick Young, a New
York Post columnist, who he
ordered out of the workout.
Three members of Holmes'
entourage carried Young from
the room in which the fighters
are training for the scheduled
15-round bout at the Las Vegas
Hilton.
Many reporters left the workout after the incident.
Before Young's removal.
Holmes had turned to a group of
reporters and said, "If you want
Dick Young in here, OK, but I
won't be at me press conference
tomorrow."
Later, Holmes told the crowd
of several hundred people, who
seemed to enjoy the commotion:
"Most of these writers are not
decent human beings."
"He's mad," Spinks said of
Holmes' chlp-on-the-shoulder
behavior as he prepares for tie
fight "It's his pride."
The 36-year-old Holmes wasia
7V4-6 favorite to avenge the onjy
loss of his 4Might career and
regain the International Boxing
Federation title
"I'm the defending champion,
but I'm still the underdog, "said
the 29-year-old Spinks, who win
the title on a 15-round unanimous decision here last Sept. S.

Announcing
Free Pregnancy

Tests

Office Hrs.
9-5 AAon-Fri
10-2 Sat

A

Tfie / niivmittf if iMiffhm
M0 College Pfffc

OiriuA. Ohio 4MM-M01

Accurate information on all
choices. No pressure.
Planned Parenthood
of N.W. Ohio

354-3540
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Golfer's dream off course
In Wilson's Words

impersonations don't prevent a
serious attitude developing over
what's supposed to be a leisure
activity.
So with every new spring,
new optimism. And with
by Phillip B. Wilson comes
that new optimism, comes
wire editor
dreams of success.
I'm not talking about shooting
the round of a lifetime. No, this
Some things will probably
is much more serious.
; never change.
IT WOULD be as if I just woke
I As in my childhood days. I'm
up one day, a new man, with
' an emotional guy who tends to
visions so great, so
go overboard on rooting for my
unimaginable, so ...
sports favorites.
In* morning dew can be
With that in mind, one could
smelled from a mile away as my
imagine the effect Jack
entourage and I approach the
Nicklaus had on me after his
clubhouse at approximately
pulsating win in the Masters on
7:30. The four of us could only
Sunday .1 was so charged up
play at this time because of the
after hearing the Golden Bear
media hype surrounding my
had returned to fine form, my
friends arrival the night before.
mind decided to take a serious
It all started innocently
leave of absence.
enough. I wrote three of my
Not only that, but Nicklaus'
favorite
sports legends ana
win reminded me it's
urged them to join me in an
springtime, my favorite season
afternoon on the links at the now
of the year.
famous University course.
For many, spring may be a
Ever since I shattered the BG
time for couples to cascade
course record with a round of SB
through campus, but not me.
in early June, Bowling Green
After Sunday, all I can think of is
had gained notoriety.
taking my tnisty Ben Hogans
My talents were on the covers
out to the University's Golf
of ail the popular sporting
Course and then trying my best
magazines because of my
to imitate an average golfer.
continued success in traveling
I admittedly can't compare
across the country. Everyone is
my golfing exploits with anyone
waiting to see when I'll turn pro.
in the Nicklaus family, including
But first, there is one matter I
the family dog (if he has one),
need to attend to.
but I still try my best.
The men all signed in, much to
Even my best Bill Murray

the delight of the clubhouse
attendant who never had any
idea she would ever meet the
three hall-of-famers from three
different sports.
We approached the tee, and
my passive smile turns to one of
a more Joking tone.
"Mr. Nicklaus, would you like
to let the two amateurs go first,"
I playfully joust.
Nicklaus agrees and the two
"nuisances" walk up to the tee.
Baseball great Pete Rose
accepts the role of aggressor
and takes first honors. His first
drive is consistent, average in
length, yet down the middle.
Much to Rose's surprise, 7'2"
basketball star Kareem AbdulJabbar laughs at the first stroke
of the day. He is only kidding
and the laugh becomes even
greater when his initial effort
falls far short of Rose's.
"What do you expect from a
guy who uses telephone poles for
clubs," I joke.
Nicklaus politely smiles, then
cranks his driver up. His shot,
even for a 46-year-old, is still one
of the best.
Now it is my turn and I am
nervous. They had come from
miles away for this moment - to
be with ME.
My effort must be as amazing
as the story which follows my
recent popularity.
On the first hole, I calmly
enter into my backswing and
then follow through the way I

Stewart hopes for
slower Indy 500
- CINCINNATI (AP) - Former
Grand Prix driver Jackie Stewart believes that if Indianapolis
500 racing officials reduce
speeds in the annual Memorial
'Day classic, the race will be as
exciting but safer for drivers.
He also said cars of the future
will be smaller, lighter and safer
because of improvements in engineering, achieved partly
through the efforts of constant
testing programs and partly
through auto racing.
Formula One racing, in which
Stewart won three world
championships before he retired
in 1973, never will be as big as
oval racing in the United States,
be said.
Stewart, a consultant for
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BEAUTYn

FOR EVERYONE WHO'S BEEN ' —
MBIT IN LOVE OR DEEPLY IN DEBT
,__ TOM HANKS - SHELLY LOW)
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Haircut
Hours
closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. • 9:30 - 4:00

"Where quality comes first"

NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Taco Bell
Lois

Leah

Stale

Mon. - Fri.

$4.95 In House
$5*95 Delivery
352-3551

expires 4/30/86

352-3551

20%
OFF
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FOUNDERS FEST
Saturday, April 19
1-5 p.m.
Founders Court Yard
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BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
TICKETS: $3.00 students
$5.00 adults
APRIL 17-19,
24-26
8 p.m.
MAIN AUDITORIUM
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Jeans W Things
531 Ridge St.
SENIOR CHALLENGE • SENIOR CHALLENGE • SENIOR

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO SHOW YOUR
SENIOR SPIRIT

*■

*
*

Support Senior Challenge

5 *********************
Volunteers — Please return all pledge
cards to the Alumni Center by Friday,
April 18.
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STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

HOIN3S • 3DN311VHD HOIN3S • 39N311VH3 HOIN3S

| may return space forms for
| N.E. Commons for 1986-87.
| Return April 16-18. 1986, to
I Space Assignment, University
| Union.

STUDENT
RECREATION
CENTER
is looking for a few good

8»

ttm**

7 a.m. - 10 a.m.

352-2566

BOOK BY ARTHUR LAURENTS
MUSIC BY LEONARD BERNSTEIN
I/YRICS BY STEPHEN SONDHEIM

1 Item Urge Pizza

2 Eggs, Toast & Sm. Coffee
99*
Above w/ Hash Browns
$ 1.29

THE

THE HAIR REPAIR
0

DAVIS SAD) yesterday
that the WooWfc, 170-pound
Givins currently is ranked
first on the Browns' draft list
for wide receivers. Davis described Givins as having
speed, the courage to catch

the ball over the middle and
the ability to return kicks.
The list, however, could
change before draft day, as
Davis hears input from assistant coaches Richard Mann
and Joe Pendry and Browns
player relations representative Paul Warfield about
prospects coming out of the
college ranks.
Warfield, a Hall of Fame
receiver who played in the
NFL for the Browns and the
Miami Dolphins, has taken on
special scouting duties as the
team seeks to find receivers
to work well with second-year
quarterback Bernie Kosar.
The Browns are without a
first-round pick due to last
year's trade with Buffalo to
aquire Kosar in the supplemental draft.

at the Falcon's Nest

THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT
WITH CURRENT IDS
ONLY 12.00

ADULTS $3.50
KIDS S2.00
WED. STUDENT NIGHT ONLY $2.00
MAT. SAT i SUN ONLY 12.00

CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns, in the
market for a wide receiver,
are longing to choose Ernest
Givins of Louisville in the
National Football League's
draft.
Whether the speedy Givins
will still be available when
Cleveland gets its first choice
in the draft's second round is
guesswork, even for Bill Davis, Cleveland's vice president of personnel and
coordinator of the Browns'
draft.

Early Bird
Specials

Ford, drove twice in what he
calls the world's biggest singleday sporting event the Indianapolis 500. He was knocked out
of contention both times by car
failure.
"I can't remember the name
of the engine - it was a fourletter word - but an oil pump
failure severely affected the
economy of Scotland in 1966 and
I don't think it has recovered
yet," he joked.
But Stewart was not joking
when he added, "I don't think
the excessive speeds they have
reached serve any purpose. If
the speeds are reduced by an
average of 30 miles an hour, I
don't think anyone will notice.
It's the drivers who bring out the
400,000 to 500,000 people?'

^^

only know bow.
My shot dribbles to the brook
which lay only 50 yards in front
of where we started. The faint
"ker-plop" tells me that in my
moment of glory, my hopes for
ectasy have sank as quick as my
ball did in the water.
Every dream has its end.
As much as I love the game of
Solf, I can't kid myself, even
uring REM sleep.
Oh well, golf season is here
and I can hardly wait to drag my
irons out of the trunk of my car.
Who knows, maybe I win
surprise myself.
I might even improve on my
best effort an 88.
And that would be so
satisfying.
I'M AN average writer at best
and can only get up and down
the basketbalTcourt consistently
for two hours on a good day (if
my ankles are healthy). I fust
don't possess any outstanding
attributes that can stack up as
being better than the average
next person.
But with golf there's
something that seems so simple
about the sport. Something that
sends chills down my spine
everytime I try my luck.
When my putter is on (I broke
one last year and the other is
resting comfortably in one of the
lakes out there), I often see
myself as a golden bear of sorts.
And maybe if I could be lucky,
for once, on that first swing ...

Browns look
for a receiver

Summer Lifeguards &
Swimming Instructors
Interested? Call 372-7477

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
rdiicd b> Trudr Michel Jaffr

8

i

ACROSS
1 Cliff
6 Fountain
offerings
11 Rive'immortal
Izedby
Gershwin
12 Top of the show
U Breastbone
15 Measured
17 Copenhagen
coin
18 Study gp
19 Hesitant
sounds
20 Norma
2i Namesakes o*
a Cole
23 Zodiac sign
25 Nothing, along
the Ebro
26 Seme, in
footnotes
27 Romaine
28 More adorable
29
a pin (tidy)
32 Modern com
poser Edgard
33 Ship or plane
35 Secret
38 Like some
people or
pearls
42 Pooh s creator
43 Ballet studio
equipment
44 M Descartes
45
Minor
48 Clayey soils
48 ■
otEden
49 Pro
50 Hoganor
Crenehaw
51 Ending with end
53 Appropriate
54 Native of Tabriz
56 Sooner
56 Moved with
measured steps
59 Edicts
60 Avid
61 Soc. structures
DOWN
1 Addhoney
2 Jem Ingredient?
3 Actress
Sot her n et el.

4 Jethroofthe
B'bie
5 Dried meal, a la
Native
American
6 Future stars
7 Soap or horse
te
8 Leases
9 Chem auffu
■0 Notched
11 valuable v.oims
lor shofl
13 Aptly named
novelist et ai
14 Name for a
Moscow miss
16 The Wreck of
the Mary
22 Czech
compose'
24 Rolls or Caddy
to a hipster
25 Foster
28 Supermarket
item
30 16th cen
British
composer
3i Accept, m
Dundee

32 Part of a
library set
Abbr
34 Environs
35 Carver from
Cremona
36 Some are early
37 Florida s
ai traction
39 Prepares
40 Follows
41 Prevent

43 Like some
headlines
46 Union general
47 Slithery
50 Bo swell
product Abbr
52 Patede
tote
55 New Deal agcy
57 WW it lending
call

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

nnnn canon ratiH
nn nnn nnararici
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

BG News/April 17,198S 14
Sprng CaMoma Ouy Sweaters m Sold Colors
20* OFF Jeans N Thmga 531 Ridge-Open
lonlte M 8 00 p m

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Teat
Morning After Treatment
Center tor Choice
tSI N Michigan
Toledo. Ohio

AN EXCITING TIME Of
PRAISE AND FELLOWSHIP'
THURSDAY NK1HT LIVEI
7:10 p m. lonlghi
Alumni Room, 3rd tloor Union
Sponsored by Campus Crusade lor Christ
First-timers welcome1

■ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"

(419) 255 7769

MOOVY RECORDS hat moved to 425
E Wcoeter. behind me Open Pantry
ON SALE THIS WEEK "Proof of Ulah '
IPs- $i .00 off. Underground com.cs- 50
cents off: Bauhaus 12 I IPs50 cent* off. Incense onfy 90 cents
Hour* 12-9 Monday- Saturday
353-1222

PERSONALS
Buddrwt Meditation a Study Group
Sat Aon 19 3 00 pm SU Faculty Lounge
For Into Tim 287 4694
DELTA UPSILON BIKE RACE
THIS SATURDAY 9 00 AM
COLLEGE PARK BGSUS OLDEST
GREEK EVENT' 36 YEARS AND
OOtNG STRONG

Criminal Justice Organization meeting Tuesday. Apr* 22 at 8 00 p m xi 107 Hanna Induction of the 1986-87 otficera wat be held
••Attention OSEA Members"
Plan ahead' Awards Assembly Monday
Aura 21sl in 220 Math Science at 7 00

STOP WASTING SUMMERS'
Nationally famous company looking tor
energetic workers tor summer Earn up to
$300 weekly, jobs a aaarilw in your hometown
Contact 372-0831 averanga. to set up xiter-

"ALPHA PW SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"

Check MASS COMMUNICATIONS WEEK
Schedule In Today t
BO News

Stamfjech Tonight
Campus Pagfcais
440 E Court 352-9838

WANTED Oftaals to work Intramural Track
Meat Pick up appftcaoone and return them, to
Ma* Office at 108 Rec Center no laler than
12 00 Friday Apr! 18.
D€BSIC AN0LOM
Thanks for a fun weekend! Hysterical laughter
on C8. Buz? but we don't have card*! Buzz on
2421 Cemetery your COWS and horses are
dead. 65 cows in that buck? Impressing mome
75 mph on 751 Dab. Kaang spiders with
phone*, "special purpose " When are ya coming to Cleveland? Jenny
KO CONGRATULATES
LAURA OORMAN tor being chosen tor the
1986-87 cheerteerJng squad KD Love and
AOT
Con*y»*ftuM*iorts*i to (Tva
new 1986 87 Criminal
Justice Organization Officers'
President Briar Outm
Vee-Pres Steve Wsls
Secretary Joan Freedman
Treasurer VasarW Roth

I 986 BIKE RACE CHAMPIONS
ARE
YOU
READY???

LETS BE FRIENDS!
The "Other" T|h|om

2 DAYS TIL OU
BIKE RACE 9 00 AM
COLLEGE PARK

MR SPOTS
CHICKEN WINGS. HOAGIES
Sleek Sandwiches, soups a
We Delver after 4 00
352-SPOT

Bicycle Tune-Up Special
Only

Pur eels
131 W Wooster
352 6264

Found colege nng 2nd floor fcbrary
Ca« Mark 354 4104
LOST GOLD PEARL RING over the weekend
Sentimental value It round please cal Cindy
354-7115 Reward'

Lost Uptown. Friday Nighl Jean tackat.
driver's kcenae ft horary card Please return No
Questions asked' Cal Knsti 3724873

DELTA UPSILON AND MAHATTER GET
TOGETHER THIS STURDAY-GET ON THE
GUEST LIST"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"

K Lyn.
Say "YES" lo Michigan'

K ZzzzzH.
How bout a nap for. oh. a week? Maybe two?
As long as there's no snortng'

College Nile Sale
Thursday 6 9 pm
Falcon House
I40E Wooaler
Downtown BG

LOST: 13" Gold chain (appro* 1-2" wide)
Lost Thursday. April 10 between music building
and library REWARD 352-8829
LOST 24' gold Cham and medium-sized gold
cross Lost in front ol Rodgers Quad on
weekend of Fob 7-9 Incredible sentiments!
value! REWARD. Call 352-4319

KATHY AND ANDREA "BREAK A LEG
TONIGHT' IN WEST SIDE STORY. WERE ALL
SO PROUDILOVE. YOUR ALPHA CHI
SISTERS

Fad Rush 86 Fail Rush 86
Spring Information Night tonight!
Thur* Apr! 17th 8 00 N E Commons
Come and "Reach tor the Stars"
Registration Fee: S20

RIDES

Rktadaap*f*1afyn**dadtoC1*v*fand Wat help
with gas $ Weekend 014 18 -20 Cal Wendy
372 4995

"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"

MR SPOTS
AUTHENTIC. ORIGINAL
Philadelphia Steak Sandwiches
Buffalo Style Chicken Wings
We defrver after 4:00
352-SPOT

Hey Wlsconsxi' What a hoser. eh' I sm know
something you don't know, but It's yours on the
19th Can you handle?
HOUSEBOY NEEDED FOR 86 87 SCHOOL
YEAR
Cal U*a 2-3395 lor appointment

LSAT. CPA. ORE. QMAT. MCAT
ACT. SAT. PSAT. NCLEX.RN
Don't compete with a Kaplan student,
be onei
CALL 352-6802 or 636-3701

The Concert Band
Sat. 4-19 Kobackar
Admission Free

Al your lycvng needsprompt ft professional
Clara 352-4017

PREGNANT? CONCERNS' Free pregnancy
teat Otnecnve mlo Cal now 354-HOPE
14673) Hour* M.Th
10-8pm T.W Fr
10-4 30: Sat 10am 100

Lose 10-29 pounds in 30 days or less
Cal Tom 372-4342

Founders Fest Aprx 19. 15PM
Games, contests, music, international food, in
courtyard

SERVICES OFFERED

Portable To4el Rental 352-7318 Available lor
parties and other occasions

Mr Spot's
Check Out The New
Spot's T-Srwts - $5 00
352-SPOT
We Delver the Best

MARY HROMCO
Congratulations on getting into the Math Honor
Society!' Way lo go'Love ya. Sue ft Tammy
RayDumap
You were only half right when you said I was in
love with a l-up

TYPING SERVICES for al types ol papers al
75-pg IrJbl sp I 90-pg lor dissertations
352-3987 from 8am-9pm
LOSE WEIGHT the natural way with nutritious
herbal products Cal Mr PtvSps at 353-0143

SENIOR CHALLENGE GIVING WEEK
APRIL 14-18
COMMIT YOURSELF with your
pledge to excellence
SENrORS'
THIS WEEK IS GIVING WEEKHAVE YOU MADE YOU PLEDGE?
SENIOR CHALLENGE 86

The BG News

THE DAY IS DRAWING NEAR
THE BINOCULARS ARE CLEAR
OF COURSE THERE IS NO DOUBT
It'S TIME FOR SCOPE-OUT!'

CRUISESHIPS AIRLINES. HIRING'
Summer. Career. Oversees' Call lor
Gmde.Csssette. Newsservice 916-944-4444
ext

MR SPOTS
BO'S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
WE DELIVER THE BEST

352-SPOT

MOVIE BREAKING AWAY
IS CANCELED
FOR TONIGHT
Need a Change-TRY USi
Campua Pagtiai s
440 E. Court 352-9638

Shop Downtown
Colege Nighl Tonight
That Thursday from 6 8pm
Special Savings lor Colege Students

NEED ONE NON-SMOKING MALE ROOMATE
FOR SLIMMER 86 TO SHARE 1 BEDROOM
APT ON 4TH ST. NICE APT . CHEAP RENT
CALL TOM AT 353-2705 AFTER 5:00
Paula Brody
Happy 21st Roomie Gat excited tor tonight'
Lov*. your favorite Roommate.
PHI MU SENIORS
You Better beware
Your scheming sisters
Are prowtang out there
Get psyched for Semor night!
"BREAKING AWAY"
MOVIE FOR TONIGHT
IS CANCELED

WANTED
Fourth roommate needed lor 88-87. 2
bedrooms, dose to campua. Cal at 2-1574 or
2-1573

T.G IF Blow out at Campus Pegse. a
Al pitchers a unbetevabte price 2 p.m. to 4
pm Friday 440 E Court 352 9638

1 female roommate for Summer '86 Nice apt.
very dose to campua Own bedroom Rent is
negotiable Cal Tammy at 2 6498

Transferring to OSU" 2 nonsmoking females
need 1 2 rmtes for apt tying! Please cal Kkn
2-3880 or Denlae 2 3984

1 mass roommate to share apartment for FalSpring 68-87 school year. Cal James
372-3153.

DEADLINE: Two days prior lo publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60' per line,'$1.80 minimum.
50' extra per ad tor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West/Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #.

1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
80-87 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT LOW
RENT CALL CATHY AT 372-4807
2 femate roommates for 86-87 school year fnexpaneive. dose to campua Cal 354-8161

FEMALE LOOKING FOR A HOUSE FOR 86-87
SCHOOL YEAR. (HAS DOG ALSO) CALL
364-7508 FOR INFORMATION
Femate roommate to share mobile home lor
Summer Own bedroom $150 mo
Cal Joy. 352-0958
Needed: 1 or 2 open-minded lemales lor summer apartment very close to campus.
352 3939 Sam 11 pm
ROOMMATE NEEDED-OWN ROOM IDEAL
FOR GRAD STUOENT AC. SVVrMMtNG
POOL. LAUNDRY FAC $150 MO S ELEC
364-2154
Roommate needed ASAP to share trailer
$150-mo No lease Leave message st
372-4813

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Roommates needed for large house summer
onry Own room, cats welcome 353-7584.
WANTED I FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR 86 87
SCHOOL YEAH TO LIVE WITH 2 FEMALE8 AT
32 FRAZEE AVE PLEASE CALL 352-6909
AFTER 5 00 P.M.
Wanted a lew good men lor local softbal teem
For more Info contact George al 372-8417 or
352-0680
I rVOOtaVATES NEEDED TO *iAM f.
MERRY APT. FOR SUMMER. IISO. CALL
AtSOtE AT M2-7I12.
up to 4 Ismstes needed imnvadWery lor summer Super dose to campua.
Cal now 372 5965

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Wanted
Campus a City Events*
_
Help Wanted
Lost * Found
_
For Sal*
Rides
_
For Rent
__
Sftrflcss Ottered
_
Personals
•CsmpuafClty Event ads are published free ol charge tor on* day for a non-profit event or masting only.
Date* of Insertion .

Total number of days to appear.

MaH to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Had BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BO News)
Phone: 372-2601

Earn $2,000-6.000 par mo lul time or
$400400 par mo part-time Cal for free Information 1-381-9781.
Earn $500-1200 a month part time or
$2000-6000 a month lul time. Cal now'
352-9611. ask tot Elaine.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 -$69.230-yr
Now Hiring Cal 1 -805-887-6000 Ext R 9849
for currant federal let
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$50,230yr
Now Hiring Cal 1-805-887-6000 Ext R 9849
tor current federal 1st
LIFEGUARDS WANTEDParllime work
avaaabte at Portage Quarry MUST BRING RED
CROSS CERTIFICATION CARO and apply In
parson at 121 S. Mexv Bowing Green Accep
ling appecations untl Apr! 25. 1988
Need aggreaarve business-marketing major lor
summer beverage salsa m merchandising
positon Must have car, be 19 or older & be
localed In Loratn. Erie counties Sand resume
letter to Dept 8, PO Box 122, Loo*!. OH
44052
Summer Employment
Putin Bay Island
Carry-out Dal, 40-44 hours week
Contact trwtn or Martyn (419) 865-3793
Summer |obs available m United Methodist
Camp* Need walerlront directors (WSII.
counselors I kitchen help
Call
1-800-762-7932 tor aflptrattoil
Criminal Justice majors wanted tor security
poaltJons in Parma- Sophomores or Juniors.
ExeHent pay for Summer 86 Call Carol al
372-2452 for more Information
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER-SISTER
CAMPS-tMass.) Man Kee Nac lor BoysDenbee tor Gate. Counselor Posmona tor Program Sparstaili: Al Team Sports especially
Baaebal 1 Baaketbal 25 Tenner openings. Archery, hklng, gymnaettcs. pkuiisl. rfflery,
rocketry, ropes course
All Wsterfronl
Activities-Including Swimming, Skkng. Small
Craft: plus overnight camping Inquire J ft D
Camping. 190 Linden Avenue. Glen Ridge, NJ
07028 Phone (201) 429-8522
Food Servers
Victor's Waterfront Cafe
now accepting appecations 'or
lul ft pi time tood servers
Apply at our office building
4010 Columbus Ave. Sanduaky. OH 44870
or Phone 826-8287

WANTED: Femate. non-amoklng roommate to
share 2 bedroom apt with 2 gn* lor 1966-67
y**r BO Apartments on Second St Cal
372-4546

HELP WANTED
$600-$2000 A MONTH
Part «me $4000-110.000
A MONTH FJ time
Ask Me How'

352-9511
120 Counselor 1 m*truc1or Position* AvalaBle
Prtvale Coed Summer Camp In Pooono Mts .
Pa Contact Ceyuga. PO Box 234BQ,
Keneworth, N.J. 07033
(2011276 0106

'78 uodge Aspen Run* good, some rust
Stereo, newmufler. srtemelor Very good Urea
$600 00 CH Rick 352-2802
'78 Ford Fleet*, run* wel
353-4708

Asking $850

'78 Mustang hatchback 4 cycle. 4 apaed with
at $1,800 287-4458

FOR RENT

Efficiency Now Rsnhng lor Fal
1 or 2 semester lease, furry furnished
M utauee pax) IncajrJng color TV
with cable $285 month Phone
364-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings

1 bedroom apartment across from Wtndrna
Avaaabte 15th ol May 833 3738
2 bedroom apartments on Scott Hemeton
Summer-Fsl rentals Summer Ratee1
352-6822

2 bedroom furnished spartments
Summer Lessee Only

362-7454
2 bedroom furnished epertments
649 Sixth St $450-mo plus etec
352-8457 between 12 4pm

5 bedroom house near campua
FOR SUMMER

352-5822
521 E MERRY 2 bdrm turn 4 persons, nsa
Offennauer Reasonable ratee 2 units aval
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354 2280 or 352-6553

• 2 BEDROOM-FURN ft UNFURN •PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS"
Major UflRkM ft Cable TV Fum
One half Block Oft Campua
CALL TOM
Mon -Fri 7 AM Noon 362-4673
Evening ft wkend 352 1800
USING S C U MODEL LEASE

Carty Rentals
2 bdrm apt lor 3-4 students
1 bdrm. house. 12 mo. ktaae starting in May
Phone 352-7365
CARTY RENTALS
Apt* -Houses-Rooms
Summer Rentate-3 mo. leesss
Phone 362-7365

Cozy 2 person apartment Close to campus tor
sublet* this Summer Microwave included
Cal 353-1410 lor details
Fumshed lower duplex for 4
Furnished upper duplex for 3.
Summer ft Fal
Phone 352-0839

Furnished efficiency for Summer Close to cam
pus. Reduced rate. 352-8219
House lor rent lor Summer
3 people 321 1-2 E Many
Price Negotiable
Cal Anne -353 3700 If interersted
House lor Rent Closs to campus. 4 bedrooms
2 bathe, washer-dryer $480-12 mo. lease
363-1731 alter 6:00pm

Thurstn Manor Apartment*
Fuly Carpeted. As- CondtJoned
Cable TV. Furnished Efficiency ft
Laundry FacUbsa Appacabon* lor
Summer and Fal at 451 Thursbn Ave
Across from Offenhausr Towers
352 5435

Housss ft Apt* lor 88-67 school year
Smrm-Boggs Rentals Office 532 Manv*Ja, rear
352-9457 between 12 4

1 NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED FOR SUMMER '88 TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM APT CALL UNOA 354-7508

2 lemele roommate* needed Own bedrm .
$120 month, no utl Waaher-dryer Grad prel
1 bdrm aiHahll now 353-0347

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals

Name_
Address
Social Security # or Account #

THE POLYNESIAN VILLAGE DELIVERS
GREAT CHINESE-ORIENTAL FOOOYOU'LL LOVE IT'! DELIVERY HOURS:
5:30-1:30 PM MON -SAT. CALL 352-052B

Move to Texas-get ahead! Pkgof 500 ptuaco's
apt plus more Write lor info: MAK TX OPPRtchter 13110 Kuykenriahl 402. Houston. TX
77090

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

CHILD CARE-BOSTON AREA. We have many
lanvaee looking for loving chid care workers
One year committment
e.cesent salary
benefits, round trip Iranaportatlon. AJene Flech.
Cheocare Placement Service. 149 Buckmlrnler
Rd . Brooklne. MA 02146 817-566-6294

The Brother* ol Sterna CM
would like to congratulate
Greg Sarklslin
on Ms acceptance Into
medical school

MARCUS WELBY
Happy Birthday! You dkjn't INnk I would forget.
did you? Get psyched lor Alpha Phi Scope Out'
Love. Maahawn

372-6898

BIKE RACE' BIKE RACE'
BIKE RACE' BIKE RACE!
BIKE RACE1 BIKE RACE'

LOST: THICK OOLD BRACELET
REWARD! CALL JAN AT 2 3803
OR 2-2750

PLEASE HELP1 If you know of anyone coming
TO BG FROM Miami this weekend (4-181
PLEASE Cal me so my friend can come loo'
IGas Money'!) Carol 372 1520 -thenks

T-Srtvts. Tank-Top*
Al Colors. Size*. And imprints
New S 2 00 each

Alpha Deft Love ft Congratulations to Joan
Friedman on her Secretarial position ol the
Criminal Justice Organization

LOST Ladies gold watch m front ol HarshmanDunbar Thursday. April 3 3725178
Lost sal of keys with ' Btoux" heart key chain
and Mather strip Please call Theresa al
352-3519

"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT"
"ALPHA PHI SCOPE OUT-

112.00
at

LOST & FOUND

CASHCR-OATE KEEPER - Seasonal, pert-time
poemons open at Portage Quarry for responsible nrsvktuBl* with strong math akBa Mual be
phyaicaly acttv* and i null evenings and
weekends Apply In parson at 121 S Mam.
Bowing Green Accepting applications untl
Apr! 25. 1986

COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE.CO-ed
children's camp northeast Perm. 6-22 thru
8-22 Sign up STUOENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE (Student Service* Btdg I for On Campua
Interviews to be held April 29th horn 11-8 PM
General I spec***! counselors needed tor
Fin* Art*. Sports Swimming. Boating. Water
sktng. Photography. Dance. Nature. Qymneattcs. Guitar. Drama. Tennis. Camping. Group
Leader* (21-). Further formation wrlle 12
Aaevard St.. Lido Beach, NY 11S61 or call
516-8893217

SueB
COME HEAR DP, MARILYN FRYE. AUTHOR
OF THE POLITICS OF REALITY speak on
"Femirasm and the Potties ol Realty Tuesday.
April 22
8 00pm
Ice Arena Lounge. BGSU
free and open lo al
Dr Frye wfl be open lo answering your questions about lefninkam after her presentation Cosponsored by Women's Studies and Student
Activities Sponsored by Women lor Women

Attention Cotege Students
rleaonel company needs 15 Students lor lul
tans summer employment Earn $2000-3.600
•cash scholarslvps can work m hometown,
raaa'atsatj Income, plus many benefit*, need
tr*n*portelon. apply In parson. Frkfay Apr!
13*i *t one of the lotowvig time. 100.2:00.
3 00. 4 00: Canal Boom-Studenl Union.

FOR SALE
1978 Chevy Caprice sedan. V8. auto. PS. PB.
AM-FM. new ores, good condition $1500 or
best offer Cal 362-8002 after »
19S0 CuOaaa Supreme, sot! tsunrool. detune
interior, while letter area on raly wheels $600
200 watt stereo A speakers Much more ■
excelent condition. Must sea $4,350.
372-3231
1980 Mazda 626 5 speed
good condition, best offer
874-6681
Bfke. stereo, aquarium tank
BEST OFFERS
Cal 352-3312

Canon A-1 with MA motor. Canon AE-1,28mm,
SOmmfl 4. 136mm 12 8, 2xconv Al tor $760
O.B.O. Great for photo majors or traveler*. Cal
Vnos at 2-1872 or 2-8088
For Sale Single silted loft University Approved. Excelent condition S40. Dorm Size
Refrigerator. S40 372-6793
Garage Sale Ciothee. smel lumrture. tent,
camouflage untlorme. computer video games,
books, etc. 806 Pesteur Or. Fri 9-6 Sat 8-5
Loft for Sats
Used only one lamaatar. stained wood,
suspended University ft dorm approved $130
or best oiler. Cal 372-4181
Minolta XGA 35mm camera. 50 ft 135mm Una.
■a*h ft can. Like new $100 or beat offer
Evankvjt, 362-0884
Students-Save Money!
MoMe home lor sato New carpeting 1 sKrtmg
Cal 382-8826 liter 9pm.
WhlerJer Spectrum Radar Detector Stale ol Ihe
art In peace radar detection Vary good oonr>
kon $125 Cal 372 6698
Wm a brown talored leather coataREAT for
Spring Worth $150 Wl eel $75 [neg ) Diamond pendent one qtr. carat MUST SELL.
$250 value, sal $176. CM 372-4319 ask for
Lfe
ACT NOW! DISKETTES
Bu*5 i 4' DSDO 49 cants each LotaofSO
Thaaa am not aaconda
MONEY BACK
OUARANTEE. No QueetOne asked Csl MkCKO
CENTER. 1-S0O4JJ-44JI 8-8 EST M-F; 10-6
Sal Offer expkaa 6-15-88
VAND SALEIII
Wooden table wrti 4 malcrwig chairs. HUM (9
ft 10 speed), furniture, TV sets, microwave.
H20 bad. plants, cratee. am. metric f*>
ptanoaa, etc Weekend of Apr! 18 ft 20 Sat-'
l« ■ >. ■ I p.m., Still.: 1:00 i.m to 1:00

110 s 0

main, Tracy a Judy

LARGE 1 bedroom unfum , stove. r*Atg.
dtthwathst lumtthad Aval May 16 cJ John
Nawtov* Real Estate 354-2260
Party Room
<M 352-9378
Spadoua 2 bedroom. 1 1-2 bath apartment
aatatili for sublssas 86 87 school year $320
month ft utaties Cal 352-2661 altar 6
Subkasaora wanted tor summer 1886
Cheep. Close to csmpus Cal 354-8404

SUMMER RENTALS
1 ft 2 br turn apta on 3rd St FREE AIR CONDmONINQ. waler. sewer ate. Reduced rates
VERY REASONABLE
FALL SPRING 86 87
2 br units al 800 3rd SI ft 824 6th St Owner
pays lor AC on 3rd St. and lor water, sewer ft
heat both locations Limited Openings
Cal 352-5163 day*. 352-4888 eves

SUMMER-1 bedroom epsrtmenl doae K campus 1-287-3341
Two bedroom lurmehed apta. fw Fal
352-2663
VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
Vacancy for Fal. 4 gars-students
Moe arxxyrvnedeoona oulet place to study
352-2868
VEL-MANOR ANNEX
Al conditioned-Quiet place to study lor 6 gjra).
Summer School 352 2858
WANTED TO RENT
1-2 bdrm apt or houee lor Summer
Mual alow dog
MOSfM 1418) 626-1941
1 SEOROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT,
AVAIASLC FOR ss-47 SCHOOL YEAH
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, IS7S PER PERSON PER
SEMESTER WITH 4 PEOPLE, CABLE TV AND
AM CIJI40ITIONINO INCLUOED. CALL SOONI
];2-l»s* CARRIE OR $72:6795: KELLY
INCREDaXY CHAPJama 1 BR avsxabie lor
summer Inches from campua. FULLY lurnished
and comlortable, utaties paid WHAT MORE
COULD YOU ASK FOR? Cal 362-4310 and
leave message
To ■ubltaat a mo*
2bedroom apt. Now tumrture ft dose to campus Avaaabte 88-87 school year. Cal Frank
353-0807 or Mark 363-2216

ROCKLEDOE MANOR
1 i tasmli, furntahed
2 bdrm*., 2 bathe, dkuiwsslw
extra storage 4 persons
Comer of 6th ft S Colege
Cal John Newtove Real Estate
364-2280

